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The Waterfront Employers Association of the Pacific Coast, herein Called the Coast Association, is a
non-profit corporation which represents its members
in collective bargaining. Among its members are three
other corporate associations, Waterfront Employers
of Washington, Waterfront Employers of Portland,
anti Waterfront Employers Association of California.
The %direct employers, herein called the Employers,
are the members of these associations.
The labor organization involved, herein called the
Union, is District No. 1 of the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union affiliated with
the CIO. The Union is subdivided into various locals
representing approximately 15,000 West Coast longshoremen.
Save for, a relatively small number of longshoremen
in Puget Sound ports, the longshoremen and the waterfront employers are organized throughout the Pacific
Coast in one Union and one Coast Association.
- Nearly niney percent of West Coast longshore work
is done in four ports and their adjacent included areas.
The average union membership of these ports for the
period April, 1944, through September 1944 was:
San Francisco
7251 members
Los Angeles (San Pedro)
3448 members
Seattle
2177 members
Portland
1361 members
Longshore work, as referred to herein, is tlie work
performed on ships, docks and terminals in the loading and discharging of ships. Longshoremen are the
men who do such work.

History
In May, 1934, International Longshoremen's Association, -affiliated with the AFL, then bargaining agent
for Pacific Coast longshoremen, declared a strike on
the Pacific Coast. The strike ended when the parties
agreed to submit all issues to arbitration'before the
National Longshoremen's Board appointed by the
President of the United States. The award rendered by
the National Longshoremen's Board on October 12,
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proposals of the parties furnished the basis for the
certification of the dispute to the National War Labor
Board, herein called the Board.
The Board referred the dispute to a Panel which
held hearings in San Francisco in December, 1944. A
record of 1371 pages was taken, 141 exhibits were
offered'and briefs were submitted by the. parties.
This report represents the opinion of the Chairman
of the Panel which is concurred in by the Labor Member save for three exceptions which are specifically.
noted. When all three members agree, the word •
Panel is used. The word Majority signifies a 'dissent
by the Industry Member. Opinions of the Industry
Member and the Labor Member accompany this report.
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1934 (Exhibit G), though amended in various particulars, has remained the general pattern of West Coast
longshore agreements.
The International Longshoremen's Association declared a second strike around November 1, 1936, which
ended with the agreement of February 4, 1937, between the International Longshoremen's Association
and the Port- Associations.
In 1938, pursuant to proceedings before the National
Labor Relations Board, the Union was certified as the
collective bargaining representative of Pacific Coast
longshoremen with the exception of those in three
Puget Soimd.Ports. At about the same time the Coast
Association was formed: Accordingly, an agreement
was executed effective October 1, 1938 (Exhibit K)
between the Union and the Coast Association on behalf of the various Port Associations. The Port Associations have varied from time to time but the changes
are not material.
Though the Union gave timely notice of its desire
to terminate the contract of October 1, 1938 on September 30, 1939, bargaining failed to bring agneement
and the parties by stipulation continued the contract
of October 1, 1938, pending further negotiations. These
negotiations lasted for a period of some fifteen months
and resulted in the agreement of December 20, 1940,
herein called the Longshore Agreement (Exhibit L).
The Longshore Agreement continued without
change, other than wage increases referred to in the
Maladjustment section .of this report, until September
30, 1944 when it expired by virtue of notice duly given
by the Union. Save as to retroactive rights which the
Union may have respecting money items; the parties
stipulated that the Longshore Agreement should remain in force pending negotiations and, subject to
that reservation, the Longshore Agreement is now in
effect.
The proposals of the Union with respect to modifications of the Longshore Agreement proved unacceptable
to the Employers, the proposals of the Employers
proved unacceptable to the Union and negotiations
failed to resolve their differences. The U. S. Conciliation Service was invited to participate in the conference and, when no agreement was reached, the

The principal proposals of the Union concern
1. Extension of Contract Coverage.
2. Changes of Wage Rate.
3. Changes in Skill and Penalty Rates.
4. Holidays, Vacations and Sick Leave.
5. Travel Time.
6. Grievance Procedure.
The principal proposals of the Employers concern
1. Elimination of the Six Hour Day.
2. Restoration of Efficiency.
The Union's travel time proposal is considered in
relation to one of the Employers' proposals respecting
efficiency. The Unlon's proposal relating to grievance
procedpre is considered near the end of this report.
The Employers' proposal respecting the elimination
of the six hour day is considered in relation to the
wage proposal of the Union.
In general, the Union's proposals are considered
first.

Compact Coverage
CAR LOADING
The Longshore Agreement covers the handling of
cargo in its transfer from vessel to first place of rest
and vice versa. Tlie Union proposes to extend the coverage to include the transfer of cargo from railroad
car or barge to dock and vice versa: The additional'
work is performed by dock men who, though members
of the Union, have operated under four separate car
loading contracts with the four Port Associations. The
Union demands that car loaders and unloaders and
dock men be specified as occupations under the Longshore Agreement.
The four car. loading contracts httve expired and
diSputes respecting theie renewals have been certified
to the Board. In two of these cases the Union made
the following alternative proposals:
1) that car loading be covered by the Longshore
'Agreement.
2) that the car loading contract should accord with
the •Longshore Agreement.
The Board accepted jurisdiction as to proposal 2
but declined to take jurisdiction as to proposal 1, holding that proposal 1 fell within the jurisdiction of the
National Labor Relations Board.
The Union's demands that the Longshore Agreement
be extended to include the work of car loading and that
car loaders and unloaders and dockmen be specified as
occupations must be denied.
OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
The Union asks that lashers, tommers, carpenter;
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cable splicers, cargo bracers and liners shall be included by name in the Longshore Agreement.
Though the Union says that workers in these classifications are at times specifically called for by the Employers and supplied by the Union, the evidence indicates that such labor is generally done under the Longshore Agreement as an incident to longshore work. It
is, moreover, often performed by outside workers and
through sub-contractors.
The right of the Union to bargain in respect to the
incidental labor of its members is not disputed. In this
very proceeding the Union has asked a differential for
carpenter work and, though the request was opposed,
the propriety of the demand was not questioned. If
the Union's purpose is to gain a preferential Position in
the named work classifications, no evidence has been
introduced to support such a proposal, while the jurisdictional difficulties which might ensue would be complicated by a paragraph in the Longshore Agreement
which says that if the Employers "shall subcontract
work as defined herein, provision shall be made for
the observance of this agreement."
The Panel recommend that the, demand of the Union
for the inclusion of the classifications mentioned be
deniel.
''HE SIX HOUR DAY
Throughout the longshore industry, for over thirty
years, time worked between the hours of 5 p. m. and
8 a. m. has been paid at the overtime rate. Though
the overtime rate has varied slightly ov-er the years, it
is now time and a half in practically all longshore contracts.
4n one important respect, however, West Coast hours
differ from East Coast hours. The East Coast operates
on an eight hour day; the West Coast operates on a
sir hour day. Since the 'overtime rate, in any event,
becomes operative at 5 p. m., the additional overtime
accruing through the six hour day only affects those
West Coast longshoremen whose work day begins between the hours o f8 a. m. and 10 a. m.
The President's National Longshoremen's Board
awarded the six hour day in 1934 for the purpose of'
spreading employment.. The Union failed to supply replacements at.3 p. m. and the parties agreed by contract, following the 1937 strike, that no replacements
should be made till 5 p. m. The Longshore Agreement
contains this stipulation.
The Employers propose to restore the eight hour
work day which prevailed prior to 1984 (*). The Employers argue that the' alleged purpose of the six hour
day failed when replacements were refused after 6
hours of work and that the eight hour day would conform not only to the prescriptions of the Fair Labor
Standards Act and to shore labor practice throughout
the country but to the entire longshore industry excepting only the area subject to the award of the
President's National Longshoremen's Board. The Employers concede that restoration of the eight hour day
must be accompanied by an equitable adjustment of
the wage rate.
Allowing full weight to the Employers' arguments,
the Panel cannot recommend a dictated change in an
eleven year practice initiated through the unanimous
award of a Presidential Board and extended by collective bargaining. Labor's desire to curtail hours will
not normally impel' the Board to decrease the work
day but, in the absence of compelling reasons, existing
privileges will not be impaired. '
The Majority recommend that the Employers' demand for the restoration of the eight hour work day
which prevailed prior to 1934 be denied.
MALADJUSTMENT
In 1934 the straight time longshore wage rate was
fixed at 95 cents an hour.
Around September, 1919, negotiations looking towards a new contract were initiated by the Union. A
contract was finally signed on December 20, 1940.
This contract stated that a wage increase of 5 cents
an hour should be given in February, 1941 "if by that
time reasonable rates of production and efficiency .
have been restored and reasonable compliance with
this contract has been provided by the Union."
By .letter dated Eebruary 19, 1941, the Employers
granted the conditional 5 cents increase, effective
February 20, 1941, although they contended that the
Union had not fulfilled all of its obligations upon
which the right to a wage increase was conditioned. In
its reply letter bearing even date the Union said it believed that it had done everything possible in fulfilling its part of the contract concerning the wage increase.
On February 4, 1942, an additional increase of 10
scents an pour became effective under an arbitration
award.
No dispute arises respecting the 10 cent increase.
The question is whether the 5 cents increase of February 20, 1941, is or is not to be debited against the
permitted maladjustment allowance and whether,
therefore, the Union has 5 cents per hour due under
the formula (*j.
The Board has said that wage rate increases -made
in January, 1941 or in immediately following months
as the result of previous protracted negotiations should
not be offset against the maladjustment allowance.
The Employers urge, however, that the preceding protracted negotiations ended in an agreement which
showed that nothing was dug on December 20, 1940,
though something might become due in February,
1941; and that since the Employers' letter of February
19, 1941 indicates that the Union had failed to perform the conditions entitling it to an incrtase, the
(*) The first proposal of the Employers relating to hours
was that the eight hour day should consist of eight straight
time hours, whether worked day or night. Though this proposal, which would presumably destroy the night differential was never withdrawn, no argument was offered to
support it and the Panel recommend that it be denied.
(C) Strictly speaking, the Union would not be entitled
to more than 15% of 95 cents minus 10 cents which equals
4114 cents. However, rate changes have normally been in
multiples of 5 cents and the fractional difference was dirt.
regarded by the parties.

basis of the increase was unrelated to any contract
provision, let alone any negotiations prior thereto.
The argument is not persuasive. Clearly, had a 6
cents increase been granted on February 20, 1941, following seventeen months of negotiation, that increase
would not have been an offset against the maladjustment allowance even though it had been accompanied
by a letter stating that the Employers doubted whether
the increase should be granted. The introduction of a
contract in December, 1940 adds nothing to the picture save that it shows that a conditional agreement
had been reached prior to the conventional dividing
line of January 15, 1941. The Union's duty to restore
efficiency has its place in this case but that place is
unconnected with the doctrine of maladjustments.
The Employers have further contended that even if
five cents were otherwise allowable under the malwljustment formula, the Board's doctrine in the LeAr
ease would preclude granting the increase. To sustain
this position; the Employers refer to no rates paid in
the Longshore industry but instead refer to lower rates
paid to ear loaders, freight handlers and warehousemen in other industries where lower wage schedules
have always prevailed and where the job content and
conditions of work may, on the whole, be completely
different.* No doctrine of the Board supports a deniak of the maladjustment allowance based on such
comparisons.
The Majority recommend that the straight time
hourly wage rate be increased by five cents an hour
and the overtime rate by seven and a half cents an
hour under the maladjustment formula.
INEQUALITY
The parties agree that parity should exist between
East Coast and West Coast longshore wage rates. The
straight time East Coast wage rate is $1.25 an hour
2 an hour.
/
and the overtime rate is $1.871
The Union initially, claims a straight time hourly
wage rate of $1.25, urging that the advantage it enjoys under the six hour day should be disregarded
under Board policy. If that claim be disallowed, and
the Panel disallows it, then the Union ,demands a
straight time hourly wage rate of $1.20 based on a
round the clock comparison:
An East Coast longshoreman working the entire
24 hours of a day would receive 8 -hours pay at
$1.25 and 16 hours pay at $1.871/2 an hour, totalling
$40 for the day.
A West Coast longshoreman working the entire
24 hours of a day at a basic rate of $1.20 would
receive 6 hours pay at $1.20 and 18 hours pay at
$1.00 an hour, totalling $39.60 for the day.
The Employers, on the other hand, maintain that
East Coast and West Coast wage rates are presently
in balance, basing their contention on the,respective
earnings of an 8 hour day worked betweeh 8 a. m.
and 5 p.
The East Coast longshoreman would receive 8
hours pay at $1.25 an hour, totaling $10.00 for the
day. The West Coast longshoreman. would receive
6 hours pay at $1.10 and 2 hours pay at $1.65 an
hour, totalling $9.90 for the day.
The Union has reached its conclusion by assuming equal weight for all hours in the twenty-four. The
Employers have reached their conclusion by allowing
no weight to any hours other than the hours between
8 a. m. and 5 p. m. Neither assumption accords with
the facts.
More work is done at day than at night but some
night work will always 'exist and today on the West
Coast night work is almost 40% of total work. Similarly, under normal conditions, longshoremen tend to
work eight hours a day, but there is often overtime,
and today on the West Coast the work day is usually
close to ten hours.
If West Coast longshoremen received a basic hourly
wage rate of $1.15 an hour, the relation of their daily,
wage to the corresponding daily wage of East Coast
longshoremen would show as follows:
8 hours of day work—West Coast + 3.5%
10 hours of day work—West Coast + 0.4%
8 hours of night work—East Coast + 8.7%
10 hours of night work—East Coast + 8.7%
Assuming that' in normal times, and on the East
Coast even today, the 8 hour day time job is the prevailing type, but assuming also an appreciable though
incommensurable variation in overtime and night work,
a basic hourli wage rate of $1.15 on the West Coast
appears to constitute the closest practical equivalent
to the present East Coast longshore wage rate.
Notwithstanding certain equitable considerations
which are discussed in the succeeding paragraph, the
Chairman recommends that the Union's demand for a
straight time hourly wage rate increase beyond the
5 cent increase permissible as a maladjustment allow-,
ance, must be denied as contrary to the National Wage
Stabilization Policy and likely to disturb rather than
further the equality between East Coast and West
Coast wage rates. (The Labor Member dissents, favoring a.10 cent total increase. The Industry Member dissents, favoring no wage rate increase.)
The Union has drawn attention to the fact that West
Coast longshore wage rates have increased less than
16% over the past ten years and, expressing a doubt
-Whether another such instance can be found in an
organized industry, urges that this fact is relevant in
determining whether the wage rates presently paid are
equitable. The Employers have also supplied statistics
(Exhibit FF) which indicate that, notwithstanding
* No proof of comparability has been offered by the Employers and the evidence (Exhibits 4 to 8) will not even
support an argument tased on a supposed historic relationship. lik1934 the wage rates of the named classifications,varied from 40 cents to 50 cents an hour; they presently average nearly $1.00 an hour. Before the 1934 strike
longshoremen were paid 85 cents an hour; after the 1934
strike they were paid 95 cents an hour; to-day they are
paid $1.10 an hour. The wage rates of the allegedly comparable classifications have approximately doubled. The
wage rate of longshoremen has increased 30% from the
pre-1934-strike level and 16% from the post-1934-strike
level.

the extraordinary increase in night work with its 50%
differential, the average 'hourly earnings 'of West
Coast longshoremen have increased less than 30% in
ten years time. Over these same years the average
hourly earnings of all manufacturing industries advanced 94% and the average hourly earnings of durable goods industries advanced 103%. The upgrading,
progressions and promotions which have profoundly
affected earnings generally have not touched the longshore industry and, save for the 16% wage rate advance and the increase of night work(5), hourly earnThese considerations, though they may not affect
mandatory conclusions respecting wage rates, have been
pondered when weighing other demands of the Union
which are not opposed to the National Wage Stabilization Policy.

Uniform Skill Differentials
The Longshore Agreement provides that "for work
which is now paid higher than the present basic rate,
the differentials above the present basic rates shall
be added to the basic rates established in this paragraph." In effect, this means that present port practices respecting-skill differentials shall be continued.
The Union now proposes to fix minimum skill differentials in all four ports for five classifications which
presently enj,oy those differentials in some but not all
of the four ports. The five classifications are Winch
Drivers, Hatch Tenders, Gang Bosses, Carpenters and
Lift Jitney Drivers.
• Winch Drivers receive a 10c differential in Portland
and Los Angeles. Double Winch Drivers receive a 10c
differential in Seattle. Hatch Tenders receive a 10c
differential in Portland, Los Angeles and Seattle. Only
in San Francisco do Winch Drivers and Hatch Tenders
receive no, differential.
Winch Drivers hold responsible positions and perform skilled work. No satisfactory reason has hem
advanced why the 10c differential should not apply to
San Francisco nor why that differential should be denied to the single winch driver in Seattle.
The work of the Hatch Tender involves responsibility but demands relatively little skill. Moreover, as
the Employers have pointed out, the comparison with
Los Angeles and Seattle is not accurate since Hatch
Tenders in these ports are Gang Bosses as 'well.
Gang Bosses receive a 10c differential in San Francisco and a 15c differential in Portland. No sufficient
evidence was introduced to support the demand for
an increased differential. in San Francisco. What is
more important, the granting of the Union demand in
respect to Gang Bosses would permit the introduction
of the Gang Boss in Seattle and Los Angeles as a separate classification divorced from hatch tending and
no evidence was offered to support such a change.
The Chairman recommends that the Union's demand
respecting a uniform 10c skill differential for Winch
Drivers be granted and that the Union's demands respecting uniform skill differentials for Hatch Tenders
and Gang Bosses be denied (*). The Industry Member
concurs; the Labor Member dissents as to Hatch Tenders and Gang Bosses.
Carpenters do not generally receive a differential
under the Longshore Adeement though they do get a
10c differential on certain army docks. In fact there
are practically no longshore Carpenters in any port
though many longshoremen do rough carpentering as
an incident to their work. No satisfactory evidence has
been offered as to why a differential for carpenters
should be created.
The Panel recommend that the Union's demands
respecting a uniform skill differential for Carpenters
be denied.
Lift Jitney Drivers receive a 10c differential in
Portland and Seattle. They receive no differential in
San Francisco and Los Angeles. Though the principle of equal pay for equal work should ordinarily be
respected and arbitrary port differences should be
eliminated, the record fails to prove that a lift jitney
driver ranks higher than a longshoreman in skill, responsibility, hazard and arduousness of labor, as such
factors would be combined in any reasonable plan
of job evaluation.
-The Chairman recommends that the Union's demand
respecting a uniform skill differential for Lift Jitney
Drivers be denied. The Industry Member concurs.
The Labor Member dissents.

Penalty Cargo Changes
During Contract Period
In addition to basic wage rates and skill differentials the Longshore Agreement provides fixed penalty
rates for certain specifically designated cargoes. The
Union asks that during the contract period the Coast
Labor Relations Committee shquld have power to
establish penalty rates on commodities not now handled or not now covered by the penalty rate schedule.
The Union argues that the character of cargoes is
constantly changing and that to deny the request would
be equivalent to denying factory workers the right
to have the rate of a new piece work job equitably
determined.
The Record does not sustain the Union's contention.
The present penalty cargo list was prepared by the
(*) Overtime, as distinguished from night work, has not
greatly changed but there has been an increase of more
than 90% in take home gay due to .the vast increase in
hours worked (Exhibit EE).

ings today would be where they were at the close of
the 1934 strike.
5)The result will be that two differentials will be paid
(
to so-called Front Men in each of three ports; to Winch
Drivers and Combination Hatch Tenders and Gang Bosse.
in Los Angeles and Seattle; to Winch Drivers and Gang
Bosses in San Francisco. Only in Portland,. following old
practice, will skill differentials be paid to all three Front
classifications. In San Francisco, as distinguished from So.
attle and Loa Angeles and again following old practice, all
three Front classifications will continue to exist though
skill differentials will only be paid to two.(See Section ol
this report headed organization of Gangs.) The Winch
Driver and Hatch Tender usually interchange work tat reg.
ular intervals. When this occurs in San Francisco each may
receive a 5c differential.
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parties In 1937. Following the lapse of seven years
and the distortions of a world war, the Union now
asks for ten changes of which only one involves a new
cargo and two involve alleged changes of practice relating to old cargoes. In the absence of demonstrated
need for flux, the advantages of certainty should not
be sacrificed.
The Panel recommend
'
that the Unions' request relating to penalty rate changes during the contract period be denied.

Specific Penalty Changes
EXPLOSIVES
In two instances only has the Union asked an increase in the straight time hourly penalty rate of an
existing penalty cargo classification. The first and
more important of these is explosives.
The present straight time penalty rate on explosives
is 55 cents an hour. No penalty rate is paid on explosives during overtime hours. The Union asks a
straight time penalty rate of $1.25 an hour and an
overtime penalty rate of $2.50 an hour. These are the
explosive penalty rates which have for years been paid
and are today being paid in every important East
Coast port.
The Employer argues that the Union disregards the
higher penalty rates applicable to many West Coast
cargoes and singles out, for the purpose of bettering
its position, a particular clasisfication where the East
Coast has a higher rate.
There is nothing unusual in the Union's approach
and,.even if the propriety of selective rate comparisons may generally be challenged, we have here a very
special case. The world is at war, the quantity of explosives loaded has enormously increased, the degree
of danger will be presumed by the workers to have
enhanced accordingly and the demand for an explosive penalty consonant with the penalty being paid
elsewhere is charged with an emotional force as great
as it is natural. Wise statesmanship does not disregard
such forces.
The East Coast explosive straight time penalty rate
is directly related to the'East Coast basic straight time
rate. Both are $1.25 an hour. Assuming that the West
Coast straight time longshore rate is fixed at $1.15 an
hour, the straight time explosive penalty rate should
also be fixed at $1.15 an hour. All overtime penalty
rates will follow the general rule referred to in a later
section.
The Union makes a second important proposal respecting explosives. Under the Longshore Agreement
the explosive penalty rate is paid to all men working
the ship or barge while explosives are being loaded.
The Union demands that the rate should also apply
to all men working in connection with a ship when
other cargo is loaded after explosives have been
stowed.
The record is meager on the point. The Employers
claim that the amendment would mean that virtually
every San Francisco longshoreman and a large percentage of others would constantly receive the explosive rate. An investigation made by the Panel after
the close of the hearing indicates that in the New
York area the extended coverage asked by the Union
is practiced at certain piers. On the other hand, at
other piers the penalty rate is only paid to the men
actually handling the explosives and is not paid to men
working other hatches even during the stowage period. On balance, coverage is perhaps about equal in
New York and San Francisco and, in any event, the
record will not support the Union's request.
'The Panel recommend that the straight time penalty rate for explosives shall equal the basic straight
time rate.
The Panel further recommend that the Union's demand for -an extension of coverage of the explosive
penalty be denied.
DAMAGED CARGO
The second request made by the Union for an increase in the straight time penalty rate relates to damaged cargo.
The present straight time penalty rate for handling
damaged cargo is 55 cents an hour. No penalty rate
is paid for handling damaged cargo during overtime
hours. The Union asks a straight time penalty rate
of $1.25 an hour and a night time penalty rate of
$2.50 an hour. These are the damaged cargo penalty
rates which are presently paid in most East Coast
ports. The specific West Coast damaged cargo penalty rate applies only when the cargo has been damaged through certain named causes. When the cargo
has been damaged through other causes, the penalty
rate is fixed by the Port Labor Relations Committee
as specified in a second paragraph. The Union asks
that.the second paragraph be deleted, that the words
"or other causes" be added to the first paragraph and
that a paragraph be included directing the employer
to supply special clothing and authorizing the Labor
Relations Committee to direct payment for clothing
damaged.
The Employers ask that the second paragraph be
deleted and that the first paragraph remain as it is
both in respect to rate and restriction of coverage.
The Majority believe that the second paragraph introduces a salutary elasticity and that neither of the
extreme proposals addressed to its deletion nor the
Union's request respecting clothing (*) should be
The present specific damaged cargo rate is low and
is completely out of line with the prevailing East
Coast rate. The compelling cause which prompted
the Panel to recommend the very large increase required to bring about equality with the East Coast
explosive rate is, however, lacking. Besides, the New
York damaged cargo rate is subject to certain coverage restrictions and the New York contracts contain
no provision for arbitration of damage arising through
other causes.
The Majority recommend that the straight time penalty rate for damaged cargo be increased from 55 cents
an hour to 85 cents an hour.
(*) It is not, however, intended that an arbitrator acting
'under'tip second paragraph shall be prequded from award%
ing a cTothing allowance.
adopted.
•
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Specific New Penalties
RECLAIMED WAR MATERIAL
The Union asks a penalty rate on reclaimed war
material and says these words are intended to cover
all types of miscellaneous used war material of mixed
lots returned from overseas when such cargo has been
rough stowed without segregation. Though the words
vaguely suggest difficulties of unloading, the record
is barren of evidence, and the Panel recommend that
the Union's request be denied.
POISON GAS
Poison gases presently carry no penalty rate in,
any port. The Union proposes that they carry the same
heavy rate as explosives.
The Union has failed to show that the handling of
poison gas is obnoxious or hazardous. There may be
danger, as there is some danger in all longshore work,
but no authentic instance of injury has been disclosed.
The Panel recommend that the Union's demand respecting a penalty rate for handling poison gases be
denied.

Extension of Present Penalties
Twenty-nine cargoes carry a penalty rate when
handled in lots of 25 tons or more. The Union asks
an extension of coverage on five of these. No request
is made for a change in the straight time penalty rate
of 10 cents an hour.
All cement carries a penalty rate when cargo
is discharged but cement in bags with inner containers carries no penalty when cargo is loaded.
The Union asks that the exception be removed.
Though the use of inner bags may partly dissipate
the obnoxious nature of the cargo, it seems clear that
all cement is dusty, and unpleasant. The Employers'
argument that cement is no dustier now than it was
in 1937 appears to assume that the Union may not attempt to better the bargain which it made seven years
ago.
Lime carries a penalty rate when packed in
barrels and loose mesh sacks. The Union asks
that the penalty include dehydrated lime and sulphur in sacks. The Union also asks the penalty
rate for chemically treated lumber, a new product defined in Union memorandum 3.
The arguments'respecting lime, sulphur and chemically treated lumber are practically the same as the
argument relating to cement. In addition, the evidence
indicates that these cargoes crack the skin, affect the
eyes and injure the clothing.
Creosote and creosoted wood products carry a
penalty rate unless crated. The Union asks the
penalty rate for all creosoted cargo.
Green hides carry a penalty rate. The Union
asks that a penalty rate be allowed for hides in
casks and barrels.
The Union has failed to show in what respect crated
creosote products and hides in casks and barrels constitute obnoxious cargoes.
Refrigerated cargo carries a penalty rate. The
Union asks that the penalty rate should be extended to cover handling, in lots of 25 tons or
more or for more than one hour.
The war has changed the method of loading this
cargo and greatly increased the time cl.sumed. The
Employers contend that only part of tfie gang are in
the refrigerator room at a time, but this was equally
true under, the old method of loading.
The Majority recommend that the Union's demands
respecting increased penalty coverage in the handling
of cement, dehydrated lime and sulphur in sacks, uncrated chemically treated lumber and refrigerated
cargo be granted. The Panel recommend that the
Union's similar demands .respecting crated creosote
and creosoted wood products and respecting hides in
casks and barrels be denied.
The Union also demahds that the head room
penalty now allowed to hold men when head room
is less than six feet during the loading of specific
cargo be extended to all cases where there is less'
than six feet of head room.
Though combat stowage has increased the amount
of loading that must be done with low head room, all
stowage tends to be in horizontal layers from floor to
ceiling. Low headroom is so much a part of longshore
work that to allow a general had room penalty rate
would be almost equivalent to a confused wage rate
increase for hold men.
The Panel recommend that the Union's demand
respecting an increased coverage of the head room
penalty be denied.
Handling lumber and logs out of water now car• ries a basic 20 cent penalty rate to skilled classifications. The Union asks that the rate be extended to all classifications.
The rate is actually composed of a 10 cent skill differential and a 10 cent penalty cargo rate which, with
the modification below referred to, is specifically
nientioned elsewhere'in the penalty rate schedule:
Since in the next section of this report the Panel
have recommended that skilled rates and penalty rates
should be pyramided, the item is redundant and confusing.
The Majority recommend that the Union's demand
be denied and that the penalty rate "to certain gang
members" for handling lumber and logs out of water
be expunged from the contract.
The majority also recommend that the general
10 cent penalty rate covering "lumber products loaded
out of water" be retained but that the modifying
words "including that part of cribs only which has
been submerged" be deleted.

Skills and Penalties,
Overtime and Pyramiding
Under the Longshore Agreement a skill differen
.
tial is a bonus which does not change the wage rate
recipient.
the
of
I? winch driver, for example, receives
a straight time rate of $1.10 an hour and an overtime rate of $1.65 an hour plus a constant bonus of
10 cents an hour.
Similarly, penalty cargo rates are usually flat bonuses of 10 cents an hour, whether straight time or
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overtime, though here the Longshore Agreement includes a few exceptions.
The Union demands that a differential, whether of
skill or penalty, be construed as a rate difference. In
the case of the winch driver this would mean that his
straight time rate would be $1.20 an hour and his
overtime rate $1.80 an hour. In general, the result
would be that overtime rates would be increased by
one-half the skill or penalty differential.
The Employers argue that the proposals involve a
departure from time honored custom, that the longshore wage rate must be construed as a composite
one for handling all types of cargoes in all kinds of
ways, that present differentials (and particularly penalty cargo rates) were negotiated in 1937 on the assumption that they would not be increased during
overtime hours and that nothing has happened since
1937 to justify -a change. Finally, the Employers urge
that neither the skill required for particular work
nor the unpleasantness of a particular cargo changes
with the clock.
The Union argues that the rate of pay for any job is
the total of compensation applying to its various elements and that this is recognized in job evaluation
plans that are becoming ever more prevalent. Skill,
responsibility, hazard, arduousness and obnoxiousness
are the factors normally pondered in rate making
and these are precisely the factors that enter into
skill and penalty differentials. Other American industrial workers are not told that such factors may not
enter into the composition of rates because they operate with equal force at all hours or because their
cogency was not recognized eight years.ago.
An additional Union demand respecting differentials must be considered. The Longshore Agreement
provides that penalty rates shall not be added to skill
rates and that where both rates are appropriate only
the penalty rate should be applied. The Union proposes that penalty cargo rates shall apply to all members of the gang except when otherwise specified.
In defense of the present arrangement the Employers urge that skilled men are often not affected by
the nature of the cargo and that in two cases where
they are affected they receive both differentials. But,
as the Union points out, the gang is the job unit, the
gang receives the penalty rate and save for skilled
workers no effort is made to exclude the unaffected.
It is the skilled men only who are penalized when the
gang -to which they belong handles a penalty cargo.
The principal argument of the Employers against
the pyramiding of penalty and skill rat's (and, in fact,
against any change respecting the operation of penalty
rates) is that the Union seeks both to retain the
fruits of the bargain it made in 1937 and to repudiate
the effect of that bargain by demanding a more advantageous, application of the agreed rates.
The Panel finds no element of repudiation in a modest demand of the Union which is consonant with the
general practice of American industry. Past practice
to the contrary notwithstanding, skill and penalty differentials may reasonably be considered the longshore
equivalent of job clasisfications and may properly be
treated as part of the wage rate for the purpose of
calculating overtime. The fact that the work may require no more skill or labor during overtime hours
than during straight time hours appears irrelevant.
The Majority recommend that the Union's demands that basic skill differentials and basic penalty
cargo rates be augmented by the normal overtime
allowance during overtime hours, and the Union's demand that skill differentials be added to penalty cargo
differentials should be granted.

Holidays

-

The Longshore Agreement provides for a minimum
of eleven (11) holidays with pay at the overtime rate.
No payment is made to men who do not work on holidays.
One of the holidays provided is General Election
Day. The Union asks that Statewide Election Days
should be substituted for General Election Day.
Longshoremen already enjoy Statewide Election
Days in California and Oregon. Granting the Union's
request would therefore bring Seattle into accord with
the practice in the three other ports.
The Majority recommend that the Union's request
respecting Statewide Election Days be granted.
The Longshore Agreement provides that on Election
Day the work shall be so arranged as to enable men
to vote. The Union proposes that men shall be allowed
two hours to vote without loss of pay.
The Employers point out that the Union, already
enjoying a bonus foe working on a day when they
would prefer not to work, asks a bonus for not working
a part of the same day.
The Panel recommend that the Union's request for
two hours off with pay. on Election Days be denied.

Vacations
The Longshore Agreement contains no vacation provision. The vacation demand of the Union was modified in the course of the Panel hearings and culminated in the following proposal submitted subsequent
to the hearings but prior to the filing of the Employer's
brief:
Any employee under this contract, who shall
have worked seventy per cent (70%) of the average number of hours worked by all employees
registered in that port, shall receive an annual
paid vacation of one week. One week's paid vacation is to be constrhed for this purpose as not less
than thirty-six (36) hours nor more than fortyeight (48) hours at straight time. Each employee
who has worked seventy per cent (70%) or more
of the average hours herein set forth, absences due
to sickness and injury excepted, shall receive a
scheduled vacation equivalent to straight time
earnings for his average hours worked per week
during the preceding vacation year within the
limits set forth above.
The vacation schedule shall be established by
the Labor Relations Committee in each port, and
every effort shall be made to provide vacations
within the period from June 1 to September 30.
In order to minimize the problems of administration of this provision, the normal calendar year
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shall be adopted as the base period, or any other
period that shall be mutually agreed upon.
In order to effectuate this provision, a sum of
2c) per
1
not more than two and one-half cents (2-/
hour, day or night, shall be accumulated in a vacation fund by the employers signatory to this contract.. The employers shall in no event be liable
for such payments for time worked for any other
employer. In the event that there exists at the
conclusion of any vacation period a substantial
surplus in the vacation fund, the vacation assessment may be reduced to whatever amount will
guarantee the annual vacations for all eligible
men as outlined above. In the event that the as2c) per
/
sessment of two and one-half cents (2-1
hour proves insufficient to provide the vacations
called for by this provision, vacation privileges
shall be reduced accordingly .
The provision for a tacation pool instead of the conventional provision for a determinate allowance proceeds from the fact that a longshoreman works for
various employers, some of whom are Emptoyers
under the Longshore Agreement and some of whom,
such as the United States Army, are not. Vacation
pools are admissable in such circumstances but the
Panel believes that the specific plan proposed by the
Union can properly be criticized.
Seventy per cent of the average number of hours
-worked by all employees registered in a port is not
a satisfactory determinant of the right to a vacation.
Longshoremen in minor ports are often part time
workers' mainly engaged in other activities, and the
average hours of work in such ports may be as low
as 250 or'less. Furthermore, the computation of everage hours worked in each separate port introduces a
highly complex factor which will increase administrative costs and lead to disputes. The Panel believes
that, following the practice of the vast majority of
industries that prescribe work requirements , as a condition of vacations, the determining minimum should
be a stated number of hours. (*)
The crediting of hours lost through sickness is an
expensive and dispute breeding requirement.• There
is a •rub of the green which cannot properly be eliminated by complicating the rules of the game/
Though the Union's proposal covers the scheduling
of vacations, it is silent respecting the administration
of the plan and the division of the administrative expense.
To cure these omissions and defects the Majority
recommend the following substitute vacation provision:
Employees under this agreeemnt who, during
the preceding contract year, shall have worked
1500 Total Hours for Employers under this contract and for other longshore Employers incInding
government agencies shall be Beneficiaries of a
one week vacation with pay as mentioned below.
In order to effectuate this provision, each Employer under this contract shall pay to a
2 cents an hour for
/
Vacation Fund, the sum of 2-1
every hour worked for such employer by an employee under this contract. Payments shall be made
monthly on or before the 20th day of the month
next succeeding the work performed, except that
payment for the period October 1,.1944 to the
month of the signing of this agreement shall be
made within thirty days of the date hereof.
The Vacation Fund shall be administered by the
Union which •shall render a detailed annual report to the Waterfront EmOloyers Association of
the Pacific Coast and shall keeep proper books
and records to which that Association shall have
access.
The cost of administering the Vacation Fund
• shall be paid out of the Vacation Fund and the
balance shall , be disbursed to the Beneficiaries
pro-rata according to the number of Total Hours
worked by each.
Vacation schedules shall be established by the
Port Labor Relations Committee and every effort
shall be made to provide vacations within the period from June 1 to September 30 during every
contract year.
The figure of 1500 Total Hours mentioned in the
first paragraph of this sectioh shall at the request
of either party be- reviewed at the end of any contract year' If the parties cannot agree, the proper
figure shall, at the request of either party, be determined by the Impartial Chairman.
In fixing the minimum requirement at 1500 hours
each),
(the equivalent of 50 weeks of work of 30 hours
the Panel has exceeded customary practice. It has
also exceeded the figure of 1400 hours suggested by,
the Union in its original vacation proposal. Longshore
work is plentiful today in Sari Francisco and Los Angeles and adequate in Portland and Seattle. In none
of these four major ports will a longshoreman have
difficulty in working 1500 hours a year. The Employers have no money interest in the hour requirement
which merely affects the number of longshoremen who
will divide the Vacation Fund and the amount which
each Beneficiary will receive. The last paragraph of
the recommended vacation provision does, however,
give either,party the right to request a review of the
minimum hours required at the end of any contract
year.
The Employers emphatically object to the Union's
vacation proposal. Some of the objections have been
eliminated through the Panel's substitute plan; most
of them have not.
The Employers argue that the proposal is not for
• vacation pay solely related, as vacations should be, to
the work performed by specific employees for specific
• employers but is a pay roll tax which the Board is
powerless to impose.
Metaphors cannot, however, cloud the fact that the
Employers are merely being asked to contribute in
proportion td their use of longshore labor and that
(*) The February, 1945 number of the Monthly Labor
Review issued by the U. S. Department of Labor shows the
distribution of manufacturing workers covered by paid vacation clauses, according to the type of work requirement.
Specified hours per year is the work requirement of 63%
of such workers, .191 these, 76% are required to work precisely 1200 hours, 604 .are required to work less than 1200
hours and,18% are required to work more than 1200 hours.
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this is a fair method of fixing contributions. If the
amount of the contribution is too great, the Employers
have a grievance but no grievance arises from the fact
that for practical and equitable reasons it becomes
necessary to divide their contributions among longshoremen some of whom work for other employers.
It is the longghoremen and not the Employers who will
be the losers if these other employers fail to make
lik contribution.
As to the amount of the contribution, it is sufficient
to point out that the Union has not asked for more
than one week's vacation even for the oldest em•ployees, that 2% of pay roll is roughly calculated as
the cost of a one week vacation where no administra2 cents an hour is less
/
tive costs are involved, that 2-1
than 1.7% of average hourly earnings (*) and that the
ceed the "tax." If the Panel were convinced that this
estimate was accurate, they would be forced to increase the proposed contributions. The Panel has
recommended that, under proper safeguards, the Vacation Fund be administered by the Union. The Union
believes the plan parctical; the Employers do not. To
ask the Employers to share the responsibility of administering a plan they consider unfeasible would be
unfair to both parties. The Employers may, however,
properly be requested to supply pertinent information
which they possess.
The Employers argue that the theory of vacations
is founded on continuous employment and the need for.,
relaaxtion. These conditions are not present in the
instant case. Longshoremen work when they please
and are absent when they choose. After periods of
voluntary idleness they have the legal right to return
to their dispatching hall and receive their share of
the work of the port. These differences, the Employers urge, distinguish the present case from other
vacation pools referred to by the Union in Exhibits
42 to 52.
Exhibit 42 is an arbitration award by a Board of
which Wayne L. Morse was Chairman and relates to a
controversy between a local of the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union and the Waterfront Employ.ers Association of San Francisco. Among
other things, the Union demanded a vacation pool for
ship clerks who are hired through a hiring hall and who
work on a daily basis for varying employers, some of
whom are not parties to the contract. No case precisely
mirrors another but the likenegs here is striking.
Awarding a vacation, Mr. 'Morse answered arguments of the Employers somewhat similar to those
urged in the instant case, saying in part:
"The question and objections raised by counsel
*** go chiefly to the mechanics of administering
such vacations and not to the .merits of the issue.
*5* The administrative problems raised by the
Employers' objections are not at all insurmountable. *5* The fact that a clerk may take time off
at his own:expense does not provide him with a .
true vacation privilege. "** The. Chairman is satisfied that if a casual clerk works a large share of
the year within the industry he is as much entitled to a vacation as a monthly clerk. *** If the
principle of granting the casual daily clerks a
vacation is sound, and the Chairman is convinced
that it is, then the .fact that the Union has not
established in the record proof that any similar
industry allows such vacations is of little or no
consequence."
• In an attempt-to distinguish the above case from the
present case, the Employers urge that under the ship's
clerks award the employer is'permitte4 to hire steady
clerks as. well as daily clerks whereas the Union has
refused to supply steady gangs. The controversy respecting steady gangs is referred to in another part
of this report. For reasons stated in the Section
headed "Efficiency," the Majority do not believe that
it is significantly related to the Union's demand for
a vacation.
•
The Employers urge- that the system now operative
under 'the Longshore Agreement includes all of the
elements of a normal vacation plan; the men enjoy
a wage rate designed to compensate them not only
for the work they perform but for their idle time as
administrative cost is, in effect, being paid by the
workers since it is subtracted from the contributions
made by the Employers. These factors outweigh the
fact that Employer contributions cover the hours
worked by non-beneficiaries as Well as Beneficiaries.
Nearly three pages of the Employers' brief are devoted to administrative objections and the Employers
prodict (**) that the administrative expense will ex()Exhibit G G I shows average hourly earnings as
$1.45. To this must be added excluded penalty rates and
the various increases recommended in this report.
`
(cc) The prediction is addressed to the Union's va&ition.
plan. However, the Employers believe that the cost of
administering a vacation plan conditioned upon the performance of a specific number of hours of work annually
would be even more prohibitive.(Employer Brief, page 92)
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well. Assuming that the wage rate established in
1934 was intended to cover pay for time off as well
as pay for labor, the portion of the wage rate imputable
to time off has perhaps been dissipated over a ten year
period in the course of which wage rates in other
industries have vastly increased while the longshore
wage rate has advanced from $.95 to $1.10.
The Employers point out that no vacation is provided under any longshore contract. However, the
instant case involves a large segment of the national
longshore industry and covers a great area over which
vacations have become practically universal. The
extension of the paid vacation in that area as elsewhere has been achieved largley through the practice
of the Board. The question is whether longshoremen
should be excluded from the benefits of that practice.

Sick Leave
The Union proposes that all registered longshoremen who have been continuously employed in the
industry for at least three 4-week periods shall be
entitled to one day sick leave per month, cumulative
to not more than fifteen days sick leave in any one
calendar year. The Employers resist the demand.
The Union recognizes that the Board has consistently
refuseed to grant sick leave benefits in dispute cases
but contends that this policy is conditioned on the
•absence of a clear showing of dangerous employment
such as the Union avers exists in the longshore industry.
To prove dangerous employment the Union points
to a'survey made in 1930 which indicates that death
for all types of employees was 8.7 per thousand and
death of longshoremen was 11.46 per 'thousand. No
West Coast longshoremen were included in the survey. The high rate of injury frequency is also shown
in Exhibit 61 to which reference is made in the next
section. Aside from the probability of accident, the
Union urges that longshoremen necessarily work
under hard conditions and often in the rain.
The proof submitted by the Union scarcely seems
sufficient to warrant an exception to Board policy.
The Panel recommend that the Union's demand for
•
sick leave benefits be denied.

Safety Code
Section 11 G of the Longshore Agreement says that
a safety code for longshore work shall be negotiated
by the parties and if they shall not agree ittshall be
arbitrated only by mutual consent. The Union proposes that, in the absence of, agreement; the code and
any dispute concerning safety provisions shall be decided by the Coast Labor Relations Committee.
The only important evidence offered by the Union
to establish the necessity of a safety, code is contained
in a 1944 bulletin of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
relating to the Longshore industry in 1942 (Exhibit
61). The bulletin observes that no other industry has
a record even approaching the unfavorable longshore
figure of 138 disabling injuries, in every million man
hours and adds that, on the basis of known understatements, it suspects that the true longshore injuryfrequency rate was nearly 16g. On the other hand, the
bulletin shows that the Pacific area rate (122.3) is the
lowest in the industry and gives some credit to the
Accident Prevention Bureau of the, Employers' Association.
The Employers contend that they are the only group
of organized employers which has an Accident Prevention Bureau. This Bureau spent $80,000 in 1944 and
will spend $100,000 in 1945.- It is the work of this
Bureau, says the Employers, which accounts for the
marked decrease in disabling injuries since 1936 (Exhibit W W). Considering the greater stress of work
and the presence of a large percentage of new workers, the result is the more significant.
The bulletin of the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows
that the injury experience was only slightly better on the
' West Coast than on the East Coast in 1942, but the.
War Shipping Administration recently reported an
average West Coast payroll premium rate for stevedoring insurance of 8.6% contrasted , with an East
Coast rate of 15%, an impressive comparison.
The Employers point out that under Section 11 D of
the Longshore Agreement theii,; right to institute
methods or loading and discharging cargo is conditioned on the proviso that such methods are not inimical to safety or health. There have been many arbitrations on the point and the Employers have never
,
questioned the authority of the arbitrator.
The Employers urge that such individual arbitrations
when united with the educational work of the Accident
Prevention Bureau, which has resulted in the setting
of high 41untary standards, constitute a far wiser procedure than the attempt to write a mandatory code
covering a host of complex and diverse conditions.
Taking present conditions and the unsatisfactory
labor relations of the ,parties into account, the Panel'
fear that more harm than good might result if the
Union's proposal were presently adopted. The Panel
recommend that the Union's demand for a mandatory
safety code be 'denied.

Retroactivity
The Union demands that changes in basic wage rates,
skilled wage rates, penalty cargo, rates and vacation
allowances be retroactive to October 1, 1944, the day
following the expiration of the Longshore Agreement.
The Union urges that its proposal follows normal Board
practice and that collective bargaining would break
down at the termination date of a labor contract ,if
money items were not made retroactive:
The Employers, citing certain cases (Employers'
Brief p. 102), argue that retroactivity, under Board
policy, applies only to wage rates.
The Majority believe that, in the main, the Union's
position respecting skill and penalty differentials is
sound. These are, in effect, changes in the wage rate
for certain classes of workers„ and, certain, types of
work. Employees should normally receivwhati they
would have received had a decision been reached prior
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to the expiration of the contract and this is the more
true where the parties have acted promptly and a long
delay has intervened through causes beyond their
control.
The Chairman believes, however, that an exception
should be made on minor items in respect to which the
lapse of time impairs the data on which the calculation
must be based and where, in consequence, the expense
involved and the probability of disputes outweigh the
benefits that might accrue.
Accordingly, the Chairman recommends that the extended penalty rates on cement, lime, sulphur, chemically treated lumber, 'refrigerated cargo and unsubmerged lumber be effective as of the date of the
Board's directive order and that all other recommended
changes in penalty and skill rates, (*) together with
the recommended changes in the basic straight time
and overtime rates, be retroactive to and including
October 1, 1944. The Labor Member dissents to the
exceptions and holds that all rates should be retroactive. The Industry Member dissents to all retroactivity
with the exception of straight time and overtime wage
rates
The Majority recommendation respecting vacations,
given in the section bearing that title, covers the
effective date.

Little Steel Reopening
The Union demands (1) that the contract may be
reopened in the event of any change in the Little
Steel formula, (2) that any resultant wage adjustment
shalt he retroactive to the date of the revision of the
formula.
The Employers do not oppose the first demand. The
Union has put in no evidence or argument supporting
the second demand.
The Panel recommend that the Union's first request
be granted and that the Union's second request be
denied.

Preference of Employment
Preference of employment is given to members of
the Union under the longshore agreement. The Union
asks that preference of full registration shall also be
given to Union members.
The parties agree that the Union now enjoys preference of registration and the requelk might therefore
be construed as a proposal to make practice explicit.
Testimony offered by the Union indicates, however,
that what is really intended is to abridge the right of
the Employers to offer an objection when a name
comes up for registration. The Employers, as well as
the Union, have an interest in the character and quality of longshoremen. The denial of that interest does
not become more persuasive by calling it "preference
of full registration."
The Panel recommend that the demand of the Union respecting preference of registration be denied.

Discrimination
The Union asks that the Employers agree not to
discriminate because of union membership and activities, race, creed, color, sex; religious or political beliefs, or national origin.
The Employers object because, since no claim is
made that discrimination is practiced, the question is
academic and because, since they exercise no effective
power to hire, assign work or discharge, it would be
beyond their control to either enforce or violate the
rule.
Such a clause is not however intended to indicate
past discrimination or to imply that the Employer
s
have powers greater than they, in fact, possess. The
*clause has become a commonplace in labor contracts.
It satisfies a commendable desire of the Union without harming Employers who, like these, do not discriminate.
The Employers especially object to the provision
which would prevent discrimination because of sex
and the point is well taken. It is no answer
.to assert
that objection to an applicant on the ground of unsuitability*to do longshore work is not discrimination
because of sex. Here and there som ewoman would assert physical adequacy and open the path of dispute.
The Panel recommend that the Union's request for
a dtscrimination clause should be amended by deleting
the word "sex" and, as so amended, should be granted.

Efficiency
The Employers contend that, beginning with the
close of the 1934 strike, there has been an increasing
decline in the efficiency of longshore work. This
decline in efficiency is cited as an additional reason
for opposing the Union's demands; it is also urged in
justification of specific reforms proposed by the Employers.
Four factors enter into the Employers' claim of
inefficiency:
1) The reference to efficiency in the Longshore
Agreement of 1940.
2) The reference to efficiency in the arbitration
award of 1942.3) Statistics respecting the discharge of sugar and
copra,
4) Testimony respecting the handling of lumber.
A brief analysis of these factors follows.
Section 12 of the Longshore Agreement of 1940
(being the same Longshore Agreement which expired
on September 3.0, 1944) reads, in part:
Commencing on the date hereof and continuing
(
5)Assuming good faith, disputes should not arise in
respect to retroactive penalty and skill rates where a lower
rate was previously paid, nor in determining the money due
to those winch drivers who heretofore received no differentrial, nor in adding skill differentials to penalty rates. Some
difficulty there may be in respect to overtime penalty rates
on explosives and damaged cargo, for here no overtime penalty rate was previously paid; but the loss to the worker on
those items might be so great and would certainly be so unfair that the importance of a retroactive correction must be
deemed to outweigh the trouble and expense.
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during the life of this contract, the Coast Labor
Relations Committee shall conduct investigations
and a survey looking towards the restoration of
reasonable efficiency (excluding comparisons prior
to January 1, 1935) in the performance of longshore
work and reasonable compliance with the provisions of this contract, which the Union agrees to
provide and maintain during the life of this agreement.
On February 1, 1941, a wage review shall be conducted * * *, the Employers agreeing that if by
that date reasonable rates of production and efficiency (excluding comparisons prior to January 1,
1935) have been restored and reasonable compliance with this contract has been provided by the
Union, a wage increase * * * shall be granted.
* * * Semi-annually thereafter, the rates of pay
and overtime rates prevailing shall at the request
of either party be reviewed, and if the parties
cannot agree shall at the request of either party
be determined by the Coast Arbitrator, and in all
such wage reviews wage levels shall be considered
in conjunction with the obligation of the Union
to provide reasonable compliance with the provisions of this agreement.
The words which have been underscored by the
Panel indicate an agreement by the parties that efficiency had dropped between 1935 and 1940 and that,
though no attempt should be made to restore the prestrike production standards of 1934, the reasonableness
of increasing efficiency above the 1940 level was recognized by the Union as well as the Employer.
Though the Company granted the wage increase mentioned in the second paragraph of section 12, they
wrote that, while they were "glad to acknowledge a
steady decline in work stoppages, * * * there has
been no appreciable restoration of reasonable efficiency." The Union replied that a survey and joint
reports indicated "that in the big majority of cases
the orders of the employers have been obeyed, employers' methods of operation respected, and cooperation and willingness of the men to do a fair day's work
has largely improved."
As to the degree of improved efficiency in February, 1941, we have only the declaration of the parties
but a year later, following wage review hearings, Wayne
Morse handed down an arbitration award (Exhibit 0)
which granted the Union a basic wage increase of ten
cents an hour and contained the following language:
"* * * This Arbitrator, as the result of his several years' experience in arbitrating disputes within the industry and observing, work practices in
various ports of the Coast, wants to say very friW,
ly, here and now, that there is merit in the Emplo:,-•
ers' contention that the longshoremen have not
fully performed their work efficiency obligations
under their collective bargaining contract, * * *
and he wishes to make perfectly clear to the longshoremen and their leaders through this decision that, based upon his experience in the industry
as arbitrator of a large number of cases, he is
satisfied that certainly by the time the parties
signed the agreement of December 20, 1940, there
was a need for a restoration of reasonable efficiency in the performance of longshore work and
a need for a more reasonable compliance with the
provisions of the previous collective bargaining
contracts. It doesn't help the cause of industrial
harmony within the industry to deny these facts.
"The negotiations leading up to the contract of
December 20, 1940, the language of Section 12 of
that agreement, the minutes of the labor relations
committees, the publications of the Union, the
correspondence between the parties, the testimony
of witnesses, the records of previous arbitration
cases, the observations of the Arbitrator on the
waterfront, all supported the inescapable, conclusion that there has been a need for an improvement in the work efficiency of longshoremen." (*)
To fortify the inferences that may be drawn from
the references to inefficiency in the Longshore Agreement of 1940 and the arbitration award of 1942, and
to show that efficiency continued to decline after
1942, the Employers have introduced statistics respecting the discharge of sugar and copra.
Exhibit II is a graph showing the number of bags of
sugar discharged as Crockett per gang hour during
the first six months of each of the three years 1935,
1941 and 1944. Due, the Employers claim, to a deliberate attempt on the part of the Union to decrease
the tonnage handled, discharges dropped from 1600
bags to 1250 bags during the six months of 1935. In
1941 discharges dropped to an average of 980 bags. In
1944 the average fell to 765 bags. Thus, the number
of bags of sugar discharged per gang hour dropped
52% between January 1935 and 1944, and 22% between 1941 and 1944.
Exhibit JJ shows the average tons of copra discharged per net gang hour for each of four selected
periods: (a) January 1 to March 31, 1935 —selected
as the first period subsequent to the 1934 strike; (b)
October 1, 1940 to June 1941—selected as the period
prior to the discontinuance of steady copra gangs;
(c) June 1941 to December 31, 1941,—selected as a
period of casual gangs up to our entry in the war;
(d) January, 1942 to September 30, 1914 representing
production after our entry in the war.
The percentage changes in average tons of copra discharged per net gang hour were:
From (a) to (d)
a drop of 47%
From (b) to (d)
a drop of 38%
Front (c) to (d)
a drop of 12%
Tonnage of copra handled per month fell from 6300
in the (b) period to 5200 in the (c) period and to 1400
in the (d) period. Tonnage of sugar handled at
Crockett also fell but the record does not show how
much.- The smaller quantity handled may directly have
0
(C) On the other hand, Wayne Morse said that "it was
the Employers who failed to complete the matter (of establishing uniform working and dispatching rules) by arbitration". Many of the specific reforms now requested by the
Employers involve standardization and clarification of these
same working and dispatching rules.
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affected production. Indirectly it certainly had an
effect through the -discontinuance of skilled gangs.
Skilled gangs were supplied by the Union after it refused to supply preferred gangs who worked for a
single employer. The existence of skilled gangs is,,
however, conditioned on the existence of a sufficient
quantity of their particular work and in the case of
copra, at least, that condition has not prevailed. The
existence of skilled gangs is also conditioned on the
willingness of longshoremeen to do more exacting
work for no greater pay and both skilled sugar and
skilled copra gangs will disband when standard longshore work is as plentiful as it is today. Moreover,
there has been an unavoidable influx of inexperienced
men into the industry and the Employers themselves
attribute the fall of sugar production over the past
three years mainly to this cause.
The same is true of lumber respecting which the
Employers testified to an estimated 25% fall of production but also testified that little change has taken
• place since 1941. The Employers attribute lower
production to the influx of inexperienced men and
the loss of preferred and skilled gangs. The skilled
men are unavailable partly because they have left the
industry and partly because they prefer the less arduous longshore work presently procurable. No statistics having been offered reipecting lumber, nothing
approaching an accurate analysis can be made.
Besides using the arguments implicit in the preceding analysis, the Union answers the Employers' claim
of decreased efficiency by pointing out that the data
is meager and that it covers only three specialized
operations, selected by the Employers, which are
neither quantatively nor qualitatively representative
of industry practice. The Union further urges that to
infer decreased efficiency from decreased production
involves a fundamental logical fallacy since it confuses sufficient cause and necessary cause. Decreased
production may be the effect of a host of causes no
one of which should be rashly selected as the probable
determinant.
As to the Wayne Morse opinion, the Union urges that
the references to inefficiency were merely dicta in an
arbitration award which, after all, granted the Union a
basic wage increase of ten cents an hour; and the
Union has introduced quotations from the transcript
of the hearings in August, 1943 before the Senate Subcommittee on Military Affairs indicating that that subcommittee absolved all parties from the charge of inefficient operations. (*)
The Union drew attention to the fact that the Senate Committee on Military Affairs in reaching its conelusions had given consideration to statistics of the
Navy Department, the Department of War, and the
War Shipping Administration, all dealing with longshore production and, a comparison of East Coast and
West Coast efficiency. Such government figures had
already been alluded to by the Employers and the
parties stipulated that the Panel should, AT possible,
secure and utilize these statistics none of which had
previously been made public.
Accordingly the Panel procured figures from the
agencies mentioned and a brief analysis of the Army
and War Shipping Administration statistics will be
found in the last section of this report. In the meantime it will be sufficient to say that the government
agencies properly express a doubt respecting the value
of their figures and that, to the extent that they point
to a conclusion, they indicate no important difference,
between East Coast and West Coast efficiency.
The Union has not commented on its recognition of
the need for increasing efficiency in the Longshore
Agreement and' the existence of apprciable inefficiensy in 1940 must be assumed. The pertinent language
of Wayne Morse cannot be brushed aside; whether
dicta or holding, it argues that little improvement had
taken place in February, 1942. The Union does not
maintain that efficiency has increased since 1942. It
has, however, pointed out that recent decreases in
efficiency were caused by the unavoidable influx of
inexperienced men into the longshore industry, and
that skilled gangs cannot be maintained when there is
insufficient work of their particular type and when
less arduous longshore work is procurable for the
same pay.
The Majority, have allowed little weight to the inefficiency argument in pondering the money 'demands
of the Union. This is no wage review under a contract
and the Majority are convinced that the Board should
not change the criteria by which it normally judges
whether such demands should be approved. Many
practices of which the Employers complain have prevailed for more than ten years and none for less than
five. No breach of contract is alleged and the Union
may well maintain that it has consistently acted under
the Longshore Agreement. Though the Union may
sometimes have resolved ambiguities in its favor, the
Employers do not appear to have challenged such interpretations by demanding arbitration. Even if each
of the separate complaints of the Employers were
justified, so chronic and obscure a disorder cannot
be remedied and should not be punished by denying
longshoremen the limited benefits to which they are
entitled under their country's wartime policy.
What should be done in respect to the specific reforms proposed by the Employers involves a nicer question. All of these demands concern practices of long
duration; some of them involve conditions unusual
in labor contracts. Furthermore, though the Employers point to the exigencies of war as an added
reason for granting each of their demands, it is not
clear that the advantage gained would always outweigh the disruption caused by the supplanting of old
customs some of which the Union urges support its
basic principles and perhaps its prosperous existence
However, while not disregarding these facts, the Panel
(C)_See Tr. pp. 1021 to 1024. Senator Downey said is
part: "The Committee finds that longshoremen on the West
Coast have done and are doing a very creditable job and
that in spite of many war conditions which have materially
decreased longshore efficiency elsewhere and would normally have done so here, the efforts of the individuals,
unions, employers and government agencies involved have
succeeded in maintaining and even somewhat increasing the
efficiency of longshore operations on the Pacific Coast."
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is convinced that certain reforms should be instituted
for the good of the entire indijstry and that the Employers' specific proposals should be judged on •the
merits.
'Most of the Employers' affirmative demands fall under the working and dispatching rules of the ports. Section 11 (f) of the Longshore Agreement provides for the
establishment of standard working and dispatching
rules by the Coast Labor Relations Committee and by
arbitration if the Committee is unable to agree on such
rules. Though the Union initiated an arbitration it
was never concluded and the Section has, in effect,
been a dead letter. It should now be deleted for,
after the Board has issued its directive in respect to
the Employers' affirmative demands, neither party
should have the privilege of seeking another decision
before a different tribunal. Accordingly, the Panel
recommends that Section 11 (f) be amended to read:
All local port dispatching, working and safety
rules in effect at this time shall continue in effect
until changed or superseded by mutual consent. •
Attention is drawn to the portion of Section 12 previously quoted in this section of the Chairman's report. The Employers, urging that the reforms sought
by them have never been achieved through the cooperation of the Coast Labor Relations Committee and the
Union as provided in Section 12, have asked the Board
to pass on their discrete demands. When the Board
directs the inclusion in the Agreement of those proposals Which it deems appropriate, the Employers
will receive the precise relief to which they are entitled in substitution for the vague and unattained relief previously provided. They should not, however,
be permitted to obtain redress and retain the benefit of
a contingent penalty. Accordingly the majority recommend that Section 12 be amended to read:
Semi-annually during the life of this contract
the rates of pay and overtime rates shall, at the
request of either party, be reviewed and if the
parties can not agree shall, at the request of either
patty, be determined by the Impartial Chairman.

Steady Gangs
Section 11 (a) of the Longshore Agreement reads
in part:
"The Employers shall have the right to have dis•
patched to them, when available, the gangs in their
opinion best qualified • to do their work. Subject
to the foregoing provisions gangs and men not
assigned to gangs shall be so dispatched as to
equalize their work opportunities as nearly as practicable having regard to their qualifications for
the work they are required to ao."
The same words appeared in the National Longshoremen's Board Award of 1934. Gangs chosen by
the Employers for continuous work are called steady
gangs. Gangs dispatched to varying Employers through
the hiring hall are called casual gangs.
Section 4 of both the Longshore Agreement and the
Award states that all men shall be hired and dispatched
through the hiring hall and Section 5 says that the
dispatcher shall be selected by the Union. Through
the power thus conferred, the Union ceased supplying
steady gangs in Portland, Seattle and Los Angeles in
1935 and in San Francisco in ,1939. For six years in
San Francisco and for eleven years in the other ports
all longshoremen have been hired through the hiring
hall under the supervision of the dispatcher who is
presumed to have divided the jobs qualitatively as well
as quantitatively, giving to both unattached longshoremen and gangs their share of the desirable tasks without preference for any man, gang or employer. (*)
The Employers argue that familiarity promotes efficiency and sound industrial relations and that the
cessation of continuous employment of the same group
by the same employer has caused a heavy loss in productive capacity. They also urge that such continuity
of employment decreases the burden of dispatching,
relieves the needo f reporting to the hiring hall and
lessens travel time. They hold the restoration of
steady gangs to be the most important of their de
mands.
Accordingly, the Employers propose that section 11
(a) be amended by adding the sentence: "The union
shall supply each Employer with as many steady men
and gangs as the Employer needs."
The Union does not deny that steady gangs will increase the efficiency.of the operation of certain employers and eliminate the hiring problems of certain
longshoremen but avers that these very vitrues emphasize the countervailing vices of favoritism and
inequality of work opportunities—evils that the hiring
hall was supposed to eliminate.
The ilnion insists that it is no answer to say, as the
Employers do, that during specific periods the earnings of casual and steady gangs were approximately
equal in San Francisco. Assuming the figures to be
typical, they do not begin to spell a true equality between the two classes into which the Employers seek to
divide the Union. Equalization is the fundamental objective of the Union and equaliaztion includes equal requirement of reporting, equal division of the desirable
jobs, equal acceptance of unpleasant tasks, equal
regularity as well as quantity of employment and equal
sharing of the work when times are bad. The Union
urges that it has built an industrial democracy with
one type of citizen on the foundation of equitable work
assignments and that the inevitable effect of the Employers' proposal would be to split the Union and
create disunity and strife.
The roots of"the trouble strike deep; for the dispute is an important example of a larger conflict,—
the natural opposition of management to the necessarily levelling effects of trade unionism. Clearly, some
efficiency is at least temporarily lost with each impairment of the right to select the man for the job, whether
through the operation of the closed shop or the principle of seniority, or a limitation of the power to
)The few steady men (as distinguished from gangs)
5
(
permitted are so inconsequential that they have been disregarded. Also, though the Union permits skilled gangs (as
distinguished from steady gangs), skilled gangs have seldom
been maintained in competition with the less arduous general longshore work.
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discharge, or, as here, the division of work opportunities. To weigh such losses against the ample but
imponderable advantages of the democratic objectives
and the democratic organization of labor, involves a
problem for which there may be no determinate
solution.
In such a situation the status quo should be respected. Just as the Board would refuse to direct the
rotation of jobs in substitution of an existing system
of preferred employment, so it will hesitate to destroy
the present level method of hiring and restore the
steady gangs which disappeared between six and eleven
years ago.
The Majority recommend that the Employers' demand for the restoration of steady gangs be denied.
ORGANIZATION OF GANGS
Standard gangs in San Francisco are made up of
both ship men and dock men and number 16.
Standard gangs in Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland
are made up of ship men only. They number 10 in Los
Angeles and Seattle and 13 in Portland. Portland also
has a minimum gang numbering 11. A special operation in Portland appears to be the cause of its larger
standard gang, while the inclusion of a gang boss accounts for its 11 ,rnan (instead of 10 man) minimum

gang.
The number of ship men required in any usual operation will tend to remain constant. On the other hand,
due largely to the increased use of the lift board, the
number of dock men required will vary. The practice
in three of the ports therefore allows variation where
variation is needed whereas the practice in San Francisco denies a similar elasticity.
Though the Union urges that the San Francisco
Employer may order smaller gangs for special operations, it appears clear that smaller gangs are often
unavailable and that the Employer must take a standard gang or none.
More broadly, the Union has failed to indicate in
what way conditions,,in San Francisco differ from conditions in the other three ports or in what respect the
present practice of eliminating dock men from gangs
in Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland has proved
harmful or unfair.
The Employers' demand, however, goes beyond the
elimination of dock men from gangs and proposes that
the first sentence of Section 11 (a) should read as
follows:
•
"Subject to the control and direction of the
Coast Labor Relations 'Committee, the Labor Relations Committee shall determine the organization
of gangs and methods of dispatching; but in so
doing, it shall establish for each port such number
of ship gangs as shall be required for its needs,
each of them to consist of six hold men, two dock
men and two sling or front men, and other longshoremen shall be dispatched only as ordered."
Clearly, this prescription fails to take into account
both the 13 man standard gang in Portland and the
practice in San Francisco where a ship gang consists
of 11 men and includes a gang boss who "spells off"
the hatch tender and the winch driver. True the
Employers do not favor the practice and have advanced
it as a reason for not granting a skill differential to
San Francisco hatch tenders and winch drivers but,
save for the implications of this demand, they have
not requested that the gang boss be eliminated and
the record is barren of any evidence addressed to such
a proposal. On the contrary, the Employers promised
the Union (Tr. p. 1243) that they would not seek to
reduce the 11 man minimum'Portland gang which also
includes a gang boss.
In substitution of the Employers' demand, the Panel
recommend that standard gangs should uniformly consist of ship gangs 'only, that the constitution of ship
gangs should follow present port practice and that all
gangs larger than a standard gang and all longshoremen who are not members of regular gangs shall be
dispatched only as ordered by the employer. The
parties should be directed to clothe this recommendation in appropriate language including a proper pre
vision for the special condition prevailing in Portland.
The Emloyers further propose that Section 11(a)
contain the following provision:
Dispatchers shall not dispatch unnecessary men
to any employer, and each employer shall have
the right to have dispatched to him the number •
• of men ordered and no more.
Though the record is meager, the Employers' demand appears to reflect present practice except that
a gang of standard size must be dispatched to a standard job. In San Francisco this has led to the dispatching of unnecessary dock men, but the preceding
recommendation of the Panel cures this vice by eliminating dock men from gangs and by prescribing that
unattached men may only be dispatched as ordered
by the Employers. Since the additional provision h
either redundant or, if it be addressed to some other
objective, vague and unsupported, the Majority recommend that the proposal be denied.

Right to Assign Men
All longshoremen are dispatched to do a specific
type of work and need do no other. Unattached men
may be laid off separately, but gangs can only be dismissed as a unit.
In their brief the Employers argue that it is impossible to keep all men engaged in the positions for
which they are dispatched. While there is no need
to transfer them if they are occupied, common sense
requires that they be placed where they can work and
they should be subject to assignment by management.
The Employers propose that a new subsection shall
be added to Section 11, reading as follows:
"Each employer shall have the right to assign
the men to the performance of such longshore
duties as the Employer shall determine and ti shift
longshoremen between ship and dock and vice
versa, and from place to place, and from position
to position on the dock and on the ship, and no
rule shall be adopted or enforced which in any
manner interferes with the liberty and freedom of
the Employer in this respect."

It will be observed that though their argument is
addressed to the control of idle men, the Employers'
demand involves the right to shift men for any cause.
To support this important proposal which would deny
longshoremen the privilege to select the job they wish
—a privilege not unknown to industry generally and
accorded to longshoremen over many years—the Employers, though silent in their brief, have introduced
testimony to show that the old timers choose the
easier dock work and that the more arduous and more
important hold work often goes to less exeprienced
men. Though the dock men have registered for dock
work and though the hold men are part of a gang
whose activities will supposedly be confined to ship
work at the Employers' request, it is suggested that
each individual employer shall have the right to
shift dock men to the hold and hold men to the dock.
The Majority do not believe that the record supports
this drastic proposal and recommend that the Employers' demand be denied.
In respect to prevention of idleness, the Employers
have the privilege of laying off unattached men when
they please. Members of ship gangs cannot be dismissed separately but the gang operates as a unit and
it is not easy to understand how individual idleness
could occur in a balanced production confined to ship
work and synchronized by the swing of the winch. In
any event, neither the Employers' proposal nor the
evidence in the record is addressed to the shifting
of idle men.
DAILY REPORTING AND SHORT GANGS
As previously mentioned, longshoremen work or are
idle as they please and after absenting themselves may
return to their hiring hall and receive their share of
the work opportunity of the port. In Los Angeles,
the estimated work of gangs for the year 1944 was 291
out of 302 working days. In San Francisco, for the
period August 6 to September 2, 1944, one man out
of three failed to average five days' work a week.
Longshoremen work in the neighborhood of 10 hours
a day.
The Employers have stated that the nature of long
shore work and the character of the men attracted to
it is opposed to regularity of employment. Mr. Foisie,
President of the Coast Association, testified, (Tr. p.
885, 6):
"There isn't a longshoreman in this room who
wou't assure Tint that one of the attractive things
about this business is that he does not have the
same starting hour for work every day. * * * Now
Jet me assure you, sir, that the very irregularity
of longshoring, with its leisure spells in between
jobs, is one of the most attractive things of this
work and one of the reasons in my experience why
many longshorethen will not answer to a factory
whistle."
Notwithstanding this sympathetic statement, the Employers propose to add a new paragraph to Section
11(E) reading as follows:
Every longshoreman not assigned to steady work
for an individual employer, or not engaged in any
job assignment, shall be required to report daily
(Sundays and holidays excepted) at his port hiring
hall at such dispatching periods as shall be prescribed by local rules( and at such other times(5)
as shall be prescribed by local rules, sickness and
other justifiable causes excepted.
In addition to the inconsistency alluded to above,
the Union points out the injustice of demanding daily
reporting with no guarantee of work, no reporting fee
when work is not available and nothing provided save
a penalty for failure to report. The answer of the
Employers, similar to the answer noted in the Vacation Section of this report, is that the high earnings
of longshoremen balance this detriment.
To the Union's argument that it would be difficult
to keep casual men in the industry under a system • of
daily reporting, the Employers give no answer, although the fear appears justified. Gangs, too, might
be affected if, after 19 10-hour work days, a penalty
were assessed for failing to report on the 20th day.
The evidence shows that old timers who can ill be
spared have been leaving the industry and their departure should not be encouraged by the imposition
of an onerous and unusual condition.
Since the Employers have themselves demonstrated
how unrealistic is the argument based on comparison
with other industries, since there is at least grave
doubt whether the quantity of longshore labor would,
on balance, be increased, and since the proposal as
framed fails to provide pay for reporting when work
is unavailable, the Majority recommend that the Employers' demand for daily reporting be denied.
A serious related problem must be considered. On
.the days when gangs do work their proper functioning is dependent on the appearance of all gang members. When on the appearance of 'all gang memplacements, the prescribed operation may have to wait
for hours till substitutes can be procured from the
hiring hall and, in any event, the smooth performance
of the work is greatly impaired. The Union recognizes
the problem and has tried to cope with it. Out of
679 penalties imposed by the Union on its members
in the port of San Francisco from April 3, 1944 to
October 4, 1944, more than two-thirds involved failure
to secure a replacement. Most of these transgressions
would not have been prevented by the Employers'
proposal for daily, reporting which does not relate
to men engaged in a job assignment. The Union,
however commendable its intentions, has failed to
cure a gross abuse which must be eradicated.
Accordingly, the Panel recommends that the following subsection should be added to Section 11:
Whenever a gang fails to report and does not
• give sufficient notice to the Union to permit the
Union to obtain a replacement, he shall be required
to pay a fine of $25.00 to the ,Port Labor Relations
Committee. If the fine is not paid within 30 days
from date of the offense, the Port Labor Relations
Committee may strike the name of such gang member from the registration list.
In the event that the same man shall fail to report
)Though the Employers say that reporting once a day
5
(
will be sufficient, the proposal is not so worded.
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or to obtain a replacement as provided above three
times in any contract year, loss of registration shall
be mandatory.
The Union may request the Port Labor Relations Committee to reconsider action taken pursuant to the above provision on a showing that failure to report or supply a replacement was due to
causes entirely beyond the control of the gang
member or the Union—but reconsideration may
be requested only when there is a clear showing
that no imputation of blame attaches to the gang
member.
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The count on the number of offenses should begin
as of the date of the Board's directive order and should'
cover the offenses of the particular longshoreman
against all Employers under the Longshore Agreement.
Though the Employers have also asked a minimum
penalty of suspension for thirty days for all violations
of the working requirements, they have presented no
argument to support this drastic demand and the
Majority recommend that it be denied.

Operation of Hiring Hall

Section 5 of the Longshore Agreement provides that
the dispatcher shall be selected by the Union. The
Employers propose that the dispatcher shall be selected by the Labor Relations Committee of the Port
The speed with which a loading or discharging
from the union membership, or upon its failure to
operation will be performed is conditioned by the
agree, by the arbitrator. The Employers also propose
speed of the sling and the size of the load that it
that both the Employers. and the Union shall be percarries. In order to limit the speed of operations and
mitted to maintain a representative in each hiring
avoid disputes on the job, the parties agreed in 1937
hall at all times. on certain maximum load limits which are listed in
Section 11 (h).
In support of their position the Employers point
out that, though they do not object to a Union disThe Employers desire to abolish maximum sling
patcher, they, as well as the Union, have an interest
load limits and propose that loads shall be of such
in the .choice of the proper man and in the efficient
size as the, Employer shall direct, provided loads are
administration of the hiring hall. As an indication
not inimical to- health and safety.
•
of present inefficiency they draw attention the great
The Employers contend that load limits have curturnover of dispatchers (Exhibits C C C to F F F).
tailed production. When, for example, the Navy suger
The Union admits that the term of the dispatch—
gested that the size of cement loads be increased from
should be fixed by agreement and not, as it is now,
22 sacks te 30 sacks, a test conducted with the larger
by the constitution of the local union. The Union
load, other conditions remaining constant, resulted in
has put in no answer to the Employers' request for a
a 68% increase in efficiency. That an, increase of
representative in the'hiring hall. The Union mainone-third in 'the size of the load increased efficiency
tains, however, that it is essential that the dispatcher
two-thirds may require explanation, but that, other
enjoy the confidence of the men he dispatches to blind
things being equal, an increase in the size of the load
jobs and that the necessary condition of maintaining
will increase production is axiomatic. The Employers'
that confidence is granting the longshoremen a voice
comment that "With this conclusive demonstration
in determining the man who will administer this
of the effect of removing this artificial limit on loads,
blind dispatch. Admitting the necessity of qualificait is submitted that the Employer proposal should be
tions and standards, the Union strongly urges the
' adopted," is therefore less than convincing.
wisdom of permitting the Union to elect dispatchers.
The Union points out that it is improbable that
The Panel, believing that Union election of dispatchpresent swin load maximums are high for it is common
ers should be continued and recognizing the interest
practice to swing less than the limit and the agrement
of the Employers in efficient hiring halls, recommends
says that "the employers will not use the maximum
that Stction 5 of the Longshore Agreement be amended
loads ... to establish unreasonable speed ups."
Notwithstanding this inference, the Union does not • to read as follows:
' The personnel for each hiring hall, with the
claim that present limits are immutable; on the conexception of dispatchers, shall be determined and,
trary, it is satisfied to have any item reexamined
appointed by the Labor Relations Committee of the
and judged on the merits.
port. Dispatchers shall be selected by the Union
The Union argues, however, that a proper limitation
through elections in which all candidates shall
on the size of the load is a wise measure of a fair
qualify according to standards prescribed and
day's work which will avoid disputes and prevent
measured by the Labor Relations Committee of the
either undue speed or shirking. The Union's objecPort. If they fail to agree on the appropriate standtion is addressed to the substitution of a- unilateral
ards or on whether a candidate is qualified under
for i bilateral determination of the just size of the
the standards, the dispute shall be decided by the
load.
Impartial Chairman or, at his discretion, by the
The majority, believing that the Union's Position
Port Agent.
is sound, recommend that the Employers' proposal for
Dispatchers shall hold office for one year and
the abolition of maximum sling load limits be denied
neither .the constitution nor any rule of.the Union
and that the parties be directed to renegotiate maxior any of its locals shall abridge the right of a
mum limits for the items presently listed,in Section
dispatcher to hold office for one year or to run
11 (h).
to succeed himself as often as he may choose.
Both the Employers and the Union shall be perDiscipline
mitted to maintain a representative in each hiring
Section 11C of the Longshore Agreement reserves
hall at all times.
to the Employer the right of discharge for specified
reasons. In case of discharge without sufficient cause,
Travel Time and Hiring Halls
the Labor Relations Committee may order payment
. Travel time is compensation for time spent in travelfor lost time or reinstatement or both.
ing. It is regulated by the working rules of the four
the
right is illusory
The Employers point out that
areas and is allowed in stipulated amounts when the
because a longshoreman discharged one day can be
employee travels to and from certain specified ports.(*)
and has been redispatched to the same employer the
In the Seattle and Los Angeles areas travel time is
next day. The Employers propose that Section 11C
both ways. In the Portland and San Francisco
paid
to
that
a
provide
discharged longshorebe amended
travel time is paid one way. •
areas
man shall not be redispatched to any other job until
The Union demands that in those cases where travel
his case shall have* been disposed of by the Labor
time is presently paid it shall uniformly be paid both
Relations Committee.
ways.
Clearly, a discharged longshoreman should not be
The Union also asked that travel time be made a
redispatched to the employer who discharged him unpart of the straight time work day, thus decreasing the
less and until it is decided that he was discharged
number of hours that would actually be worked at
without sufficient cause. On the other hand, employees
straight
time, but the Union put in no argument redo not customarily lose their right to employment
this demand which, the Panel agree, should
specting
an entire industry merely because they have been
be denied.
discharged for cause by a single employer and such
In support of its principal demand the Union argues
a result would be the more harsh where the industry,
though the naming of travel time ports is a
that,
would
power
the
a
contract,
have
united "under single
locale
matter,.
the basis of compensation is a -general
accurately to enforce such a regulation.
problem, that the payment of two-way travel time is
Employers'
the
that
Panel
request
recommend
The
common practice in labor agreements, that in an arbirelating to discharged longshoremen be limited to the
tration award the Pacific Coast Maritime Industry
prevention of redispatching to the discharging emBoard granted two-way travel time in the Seattle area,
ployer and as so amended should be granted.
and that there is no reason in equity or sense why a
Under Section 11(E) the Employers also propose
man should not be paid for the time he loses when
4. specific penalties to be imposed by the Port Labor
he is dispatched to a distant port.
Relations Committee for serious offenses where guilt
Though the Employers 'urge that local travel, time
has been determined by a finding of the Labor Rerules should be based on local conditions and though
lations Committee or by a confession or by a conthey point out that many men receive travel time one
viction in any court. In the case of pilferage, the
way who never travel at all (*), these arguments
Employers demand cancellation from the registration
would not be persuasive in the absence of an addilist; for drunkenness and for smoking in prohibited
tional factor which must be given detailed consideration.
areas suspension for not less than thirty days is proThe necessity for paying travel time springs from
posed for the first offense and cancellation from the
the absence of branch hiring halls. Theoretically, travel
registration list for repeated offenses.
time could be practically eliminated by opening a
branch hiring hall in the vicinity of each terminal.
Though the Union urges the wisdom of avoiding
Were the Employers to make such a proposal, it would
rigidity of penalty and maintains that discipline is a
properly be opposed by the Union, for redundancy of
paramount responsibility of the Union, it does not
hiring halls, by limiting the area of dispatching,
deny that the Employers have an interest and the
unequalizes the work opportunities of the port and infixing of minimum penalties for serious offenses is
creases the need of casual men. As Wayne Morse said
surely not an unusual procedure. A little grading
in an arbitration award dated June 17, 1940, denying
could, however, be provided without impairing the
the Employers a branch hiring hall in Long Beach in
relief to which the Employers are entitled.
the Los Angeles area of California (Exhibit 79):
The Majority recommend that the penalties de"The central hiring hall dispatching system has
• manded by the Employers be amended as follows and,
proven to be a reasonably effective method for
as amended, should be granted: '
For pilferage, first offense: Minimum penalty,
(*) In the 1.01 Angeles area travel time is paid to and
six months' suspension, maximum penalty, discrefrom ports fifty miles or more distant.
tionary
For pilferage, second offense: Manditory can(*) For example, many men live in the East Bay section,
cellation from registration list.
of San Francisco harbor. When they are dispatched to an
For drunkenness and for Smoking in prohibited
East Bay terminal, they receive one way travel time just as
areas,
though they lived in the City of San Francisco. Thus, the
First offense: suspension for 15 days
Employers contend, even if it be so that some men receive
Second offense: suspension for 30 days
too little travel time, others receive too much. No similar
Succeeding offenses: minimum penalty, 60 days'
contention has been made in respect to the other (Portland)
suspension maximum penalty, discretionary.
area where one way travel time presently prevails.
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equalizing work opportunities in the various ports
on the Pacific Coast. • .. These (Los Angeles)
waterfronts constitute a work opportunity unit
and the problem of decasualizing the shipping industry... can best be done ... by the San Pedro
central hiring hall."
However, Wayne Morse also said that though the
Union has considered the central hiring hall to be its
most important safeguard from economic weakening.'
this is no reason for refusing modification on the
merits of a given case. About 200 men were living in
Long Beach and the requested hiring hall would have
provided work for that number. One of the Employers'
proposals in the instant case is quantitatively so different as to fall into another class.
The Employers demand that branch hiring halls be
open at Long Beach near San Pedro and at Crockett
and East Bay in the San Francisco area. Practically
no testimony was offered regarding the Long Beach
and Crockett requests and these proposals have therefore been disregarded by the Panel. Adequate evidence was, however, introduced respecting the proposed hiring hall in the East Bay section of the San
Francisco area.
The central hiring hall in the San Francisco area is
situated in San Francisco. The work is divided as
follows:
30%
In San Francisco
32%
At East Bay Employer ports
38%
At Army Transport ports
At least half the work is done in East Bay. - More
than 20 per cent of the men live in East Bay and if an
East Bay hiring hall were opened, a larger percentage
would probably reside there.
If one branch hiring hall were opened in the East
Bay section, over 4,000 men would be dispatched
through that hall and approximately the same number
would continue to be dispatched through the San
Francisco hall. Judging from Union local membership
figures, a greater number would be dispatched from
each of the two halls than from any other West Coast
hiring hall and, except for San Pedro, more than
double as many. Portland with approximately 1,500
longshoremen and Seattle with 2,000 both have
smoothly functioning hiring halls.
There would appear, therefore, to be little doubt
that an East Bay.hiring hall would have a sufficient
base not to interfere substantially with the work opportunities of the port and to justify the formation of a
second casual work pool. In addition, as the Employers
point out, the problem of dispatching would be simplified, the ability to replace men would be increased,
the amount of travel time would be diminished and
the cost of travel time and transportation allowance
wcruld be greatly reduced.
Nevertheless, the 'Union has opposed the opening of
an East Bay hiring hill on the ground that the San
Francisco area must be viewed as a single entity within
which no disturbance of the equalization of work opportunities may be tolerated. You cannot divide men
up and say: "because your home is there, there you
must work." But you must continue to dispatch 8,700
men equitably through a single hall so that each may
receive his normal share of the undivided work of the
port. Simultaneously, too, the Union presses its demand for increased travel time allowance.
The Union's contention does not balance the gravity
of the opposing arguments and the Panel recommend
that the parties be directed promptly to work,out the
details of a branch hiring hall in the East Bay Area
of the San Francisco harbor to the end that such a
hall be opened at the earliest practicable date. The
details shall include appropriate changes, if any be
required, in the Travel Time rules of the San Francisco area, growing lad of the opening of a Branch
Hiring Hall, as distinct from the two way Travel Time
rule mentioned in the next paragraph.
The Panel further recommend that from the date
when the East Bay Hiring Hall is opened, Travel Time
shall uniformly be paid both ways in the San Francisco
area in all instances where Travel Time is paid at alL
The reasons that necessitate a delay .in the San
Francisco area do not apply to the Portland area,
where no dispute respecting a Branch Hiring Hall
exists. The Majority, therefore, recommend that front
the date of the Board's directive order, Travel Time
be uniformly paid both ways in the Portland area in
those instances where Travel Time is presently paid.
There is, however, language in the record (Tr. pp.
850-851) which indicates that in the Portland area men
may presently be receiving duplicate travel time when
they work on more than one ship. It is not the intention of the Majority that men should receive more than
two way travel time and the parties should, therefore,
be directed to agree on language which will eliminate
this practice after two way travel time has become
effective in the Portland area.

Grievance Procedure
Section 9 of the Longshore Agreement provides for
a Coast Labor Relations Committee and for a Port
Labor Relations Committee in each of the four ports.
Because of equal representation of management and
labor on both the Port Committees and the Coast
Committee, action by these committees is dependent
on consent.
The Longshore Agreement also provides 'for the
appointment of a Coast Arbitrator who shall, at the
request of either party, appoint Agents in each of the
four districts.
Disputes not adjusted by the Port Committees are
referred, at the request of either party, to the Coast
Committee which also has the power to set aside any
decision of a Port Committee.
Disputes not adjusted by the Coast Committee are
referred, at the request of either party, to the Coast
Arbitrator who is authorized conclusively to determine such disputes after a formal hearing. The Coast
Arbitrator may delegate his authority to determine
disputes of local significance to his agent. _The Employers state that the office of Arbitrator's Agent has
been discontinued in all ports. (*).
(*) For this reason the Employers demand that reference to the Arbitrator's Agent be deleted. Since a new grievance procedure is recommended, the Majority have disregarded this demand.
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The Union proposes that the Coast Arbitrator be
replaced by an Impartial Chairman who shall preside
over the Coast Committee and cast a deciding vote in
the event of a tie. The Impartial Chairman, at the
request of either party, will appoint four Port Agents
who will serve as impartial chairmen of the Port
Committees and cast a deciding vote in the event of
a tie. The Coast Committee would hear cases having
a coast significante; the Port Committees would hear
cases having a local significance.
The purpose of the Union's proposal is to permit
definitive rulings by the labor relations committees
and provide for the final settlement of minor grievances at the port level.
In support of its proposal the Union argues that the
present machinery is both weak and cumbersome.
Except by agreement, no dispute, however trivial, can
be settled until it has gone to the Port Committee,
from the Port Committee to the Coast Committee and
from the Coast Committee to the Coast Arbitrator who
must either hold a formal arbitration hearing himself
or designate a Port Agent to do so. Instead, minor
grievances should promptly be settled at the port level
and broader grievances should normally be decided
by the Coast Committee. Fairness being assumed,
speed, definitive action and consistent decisions are
the virtues desired and the greatest of these is speed.
Since the Port Committees could only hear disputes
of a local nature, no conflicting orders would issue
on matters of coast significance.
The Employers rest their case on past bargaining
history and past experience. They observe that, following prior practice, the 1938 agreement provided
that local disputes should be decided by local arbitration and that, after operating for years in this way, the
parties adopted the centralized control provided in
the Longshore Agreement. Now, though the principle
of uniformity is urged when it serves the purpose of
increasing wages, the Union seeks a return to the
practice of a port level of arbitration. The Employers
also point out that most disputes are adjusted by the
Port Committees even though a tie vote might have
prevented such a settlement and that very few cases
have been decided by the Coast Arbitrator. The Employers urge that the Union's proposal will multiply
and magnify the differences between the parties.
Contentions based on history' and , practice can
scarcely support the present weak and unusual grievance procedure or invalidate the Union's argument
favoring a reasonable amendment. True, the existing
procedure has discouraged arbitration, but grievances
are not really cured by making arbitration difficult to
obtain and the law's dela); cannot be defended on the
spetious ground that it lessens litigation. Present
practice has not proved so successful or led to such
nod relations that it should be protected against the
Izards of change; on the contrary, the relations of
he parties are bad. The Employers, though maintaining that the Port Committees, as presently constituted,
competently dispose of grievances, also allege that
disputes are summarily settled by the "job action"
of the Union. Be that as it may, the whole record
proves that the status quo cannot be defended on
pragmatic grountls.
The pith of the Union's demand has been stated.
The wording of the Union's demand is inadequate. It
fails to prescribe, as it ought, how a decision should be
reached as to whether a dispute has more than local
significance. Although it provides that the Impartial
Chairman may act as a single arbitrator, it fails to say
that he may so act when, in his opinion, the circumstances warrant and that in such cases a formal hearing
should be held. Instead it says that disputes may be
decided by the Impartial Chairman in the seemingly
impossible event that the Cost Committee fails to
agree. It does not propose an adequate method for
the selection of the Impartial Chairman. It does not
provide, though it probably should, that discussion
of a grievance should precede its consideration by
the Port Committee in order, if possible, to dispose
of the matter by consent. In other respects also the
Union's proposal is ambiguous or tnadequate. The
record is silent regarding these important details, because only the broader aspects of the Union's proposal
were discussed.
The Majority recommend that the principle of the
Union's demand respecting the grievance procedure
be adopted and that the parties be instructed to work
out the details and clothe the proposal in appropriate.
language.

Arbitration Under the Board's Order
The Panel recommend that the Board retain jurisdiction of the case and appoint an arbitrator if the
parties fail to reach an agreement in respect to any
point which they have been directed to work out by
negotiation.

Government Statistics
Respecting Efficiency
In the Efficiency section of this report reference
was made to statistics supplied by the Navy, the Army
and the War Shipping Administration (WSA), at the
request of the Panel. All three agencies drew attention to the fact that their figures should be used with
caution. Originally all three agencies requested that
their material be held confidential. However, the
Army and the WSA later withdrew this request and a
brief analysis of the figures supplied by these agencies
follows. All, statistics, except when otherwise mentioned, are based on the. gang used for loading cargo
from "end of ship's tackle" because such gangs are
fairly constant in size within the same port and the
process follows a relatively regular pattern.
ARMY STATISTICS
The Army statistics cover the first quarter of the
year 1945.
* Weight ions moved per man kjeff and cost of moving
a weight ton are the only relevant figures. Gang hours are
completely misleading for a New York gang of 16 men will
obviously move more cargo in a given time than a San
Francisco gang of 12 men.(Indeed, it was because the
Army had under-estimated the size of certain East Coast
gangs that the Army requested that its 1944 flames should
not be used.
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The Army had at first supplied figures covering the
year 1944. Because the 1945 figures are more accurate
than the 1944 figures, the Army has asked that the
1945 figures be used in lieu of the 1944 figures.
The average weight tons moved per man hour* was
This case has been difficult and complex. It has
1.07 tons on the' Atlantic Coast and 1.08 tons on' the
been exhaustively argued, thoroughly briefed, and conPacific Coast.
sidered over a period of many months by the Panel.
Consequently, I am not disposed to dissent on all deciThe average cost per weight ton* was $1.14 on the
sions with wkiich I am not in agreement. I have thereAtlantic Coast and $1.17 on the Pacific Coast.
fore reserved my dissents for those issues in which,
Average weight tons moved per man hour on the
in my opinion, the Panel has reached an entirely unAtlantic Coast varied from 1.02 tons in Boston to 1.47
reasonable conclusion. On the remainder-those issues
tons in Baltimore; average weight tons moved per man
which I Would have decided differently but which have
hour on the Pacific Coast varied from 1.03 tons in
some reasonable basis in fact or in policy-I shall comLos Angeles to 1.14 tons in Seattle.
ment without entering formal dissent:
Average cost per weight ton on the Atlantic Coast
There are two issues in the decision upon which I
varied from $.69 in Charleston to $1.24 in Boston;
feel
that the Panel majority has erred and erred seaverage cost per weight ton on the Pacific Coast varied
riously.
These are the issues of straight time wage
from $1.10 in Seattle to $1.23 in Los Angeles.
rates; and skill differentials for hatch tenders, lift
The marked divergencies between the various cities
jitney drivers, and gang bosses.
within the same region are precisely what might be
I. WAGES
expected from the Army's caveat which reads as
follows:
The Union asked for a straight time wage rate of
$1.25 per hour for longshoremen or an increase of
"Many of the controlling factors such as seasonal
fifteen cents per hour over the present straight time
changes, types of pier facilities, method of operarate of pay. It asked that five cents of this amount
tion according to local established practices, availawarded to correct maladjustments and that the reability of experienced labor, type and stowage
maining ten cents was required to cure a gross inequity
factor of cargo, etc. reflect in the over-all producbetween the rate of pay under the Pacific Coast agreetion but cannot be individually measured. IT IS
ment and that which has prevailed for two years under
THEREFORE IMPOSSIBLE TO ACTUALLY ARthe North Atlantic Agreement.
RIVE AT A TRUE COMPARISON." (Emphasis
supplied.)
The decision of the majority of the Panel to limit
the increase to five cents per hour en the base rate
WAR SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION STATISTICS .
and to deny the request of the Union for the same base
The statistics of the WSA cover the second half of
rate of pay as that prevailing in the North Atlantic
the year 1944.
accords neither with equity nor with national wage
policy.
Though neither the Army nor the WSA show costs
or tonnage moved according to type of cargo, the
As the Chairman's report makes clear, both parties
WSA does show the average variation within each port
in the dispute agreed that the wage paid to longof tons moved per gang hour by a full (not ship's
shoremen in the North Atlantic ports and the wage paid
tackle) gang, according to the trade area served by
to longshoremen in the Pacific ports should be the same.
the cargo. In. the table that follows these variations
The Panel accepted this agreement as the principle of
have been reduced to man hours.
its own decision. The parties disagreed as to what constituted wage parity, and in resolving this disagreeWeight Tons moved per 1%Vn Hour
ment the majority of the Panel has upheld the EmNew York
Varies from .54 to .70
30% s
ployers' position. The Union contehded, and correctly
Philadelphia
"
" .61 to .73
20%
Ci
in my view, that the National War Labor Board has
Baltimore
.65 to .99
52%
it
consistently and explicitly determined the extent of
San Francisco .....
.58 to .79
36%
it
inequities by comparing straight time'wage rates and
Los Angeles
.43 to .93
116%
it
that it has taken little if any account of take-home
Puget Sound
.91 to- 1.21
33%
or overtime provisions in determining
earnings
It will readily be seen that variations as to this one
inequity did or did not exist. There is no
an
whether
factor will distort comparisons between areas and will
can there be, as to the facts. The North
nor
dispute,
even more probably distort supposed comparisons
Atlantic 'rate is $1.25 per hour; the Pacific Coast rate
between cities.
is $1.10 per hour. The parties have agreed, and the
The six cities listed in the preceding schedule are
Panel agrees that there 'should be parity between
the only East Coast and West Coast citieS mentioned
the two rate structures.
by both agencies where the WSA showed over 10 loadIn 1934, pursuant to an award of a presidential
ings. A comparison of -the figures supplied by the
board of arbitration, a limited six-hour day was estabtwo agencies respecting tons moved and cost per ton
lished in West Coast ports. No like provision has
is not without interest.
been introduced into East Coast ports. The conseWeight Tons
Cost .
quence of this decision was that within an eight-hour
per Man Hour
Per Ton
work period from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m., if it were worked
Army WSA
Army WSA
in its entirety, West Coast longshoremen would re- ,
Atlantic Coast
1.07 1.08
$1.14 $1.17
ceive two hours' pay at overtime rates; East Coast
Pacific Coast
1.08 1.02
longshoremen would have their pay at straight time
1.17 1.23
New York
1.04 1.04
1.20 1.22
rates for this eight-hour work period. It was the conPhiladelphia
1.05 1.13
tention of the Union that to give any weight to the
1.19 1.12
Baltimore
1.47 1.22
.86 1.05
six-hour day was to violate the clearly expressed polSan Francisco
1.08 1.03
icy of the. National Board and to unfairly penalize the
1.14 1.22
Los Angeles
1.03 1.04
Union in its present wage dispute for a provision of
1.23 1.20
Seattle (Puget Sound)
1.14 1.01
contract which was without relevance to the question
1.10 1.24
under dispute-the proper rate of pay. In this posiThe Los Angeles figures of the WSA are based on
tion, I believe the Union was entirely correct and the
only 14 loadings, the Puget Sound figures on only 48
Panel majority in making its wage award has-departed
loadings. Both are, therefore, subject to more than
unwarrantedly from the policies which are supposed to
usual doubt and the same doubt naturally follows as
guide the settlement of wage disputes.
to the Pacific Coast average.
The Union offered an alternative position. It preOn the other hand, the New York base (544 loadsented a comparison of North Atlantic rates and Wt
ings) of the WSA figures is ample and the PhilaCoast rates on a round-the-clock basis. It demonstrated
delphia, Baltimore and San Francisco bases (84, 75 and
that even if the Panel departed from a comparison of
61 loadings, respectively) are not entirely inadequate.
wage rates and gave weight to the so-called six-hour
It will be observed that the statistics indicate no
day that a wage increase of ten cents per hour (a rate
important difference between the East Coast and
of $1.20 per hour) was required to bring about the
the West Coast and that this is particularly true of the
parity between North Atlantic and West Coast rates.
probably more accurate Army figures.
The Union demonstrated that the six-hour day did not
New York and San Francisco are the two,, most
apply during night time hours and that the rate of
active ports on their respective coasts. Whether judged
1
2
pay for hours between 5 p. m. and 8 a. m. was $1.87/
by Army weight tons moved per man hbur or cost per
per hour in North Atlantic ports and $1.65 per hour
ton San Francisco appears to be from 4 to 5 per cent
in West Coast ports, and that if the purpose of the.
more "efficient" than New York. The Chairman has
Panel Award was to bring about parity between the
already indicated his reasons for questioning the
two rate structures, this could be brought about only
validity of such comparisons. He draws no deductions
by comparing the entire twenty-hour hour period and
from these apparent differentials just as he would
not by limiting comparisons to an artificial eight or
have drawn no inference from the less accurate 1944
ten-hour period.
Army statistics which appeared to show that San
There is no escape from the logic of this position,
Francisco wat 16 per cent less "efficient" than New
- and to argue as the Panel majority has argued that
York.
in normal times on the West Coast and at present
The point is stressed for a particular reason. During
upon .the East Coast the eight-hour day time shift is
the period that the Panel was considering the case, a
the prevailing shift is irrelevant. Either cbmparisoni
few days after the Army granted the Panel permission
are properly made on the basis of rates of pay or they
to quote its statistics and prior to the release of the
.are not. I find nothing in any reading of War Labor
1945 figures, a portion of the inaccurate 1944 figures
Board policy to indicate that they are not, and the
relating to the supposed comparison between New
Panel has been offered an alternative by the Union
York and San Francisco appeared in a San Francisco
• of considering either straight time rates of pay or day
newspaper. Standing alone, without mention of the
time and night time rates of pay as the basis for its
Army's explicit caveat, untrammeled by the important
determination of the wage equities in the case. To rereservations which should have been made and unacject both of these and to adopt -in its place a virtually
companied by the statement that the Army's over-all
undescribable composite of rate and earnings modified
1944 statistics showed no efficiency differential beby what the Panel believes the normal shift will be
tween the two coasts, these selected figures gave a disat some future date seems to me utterly without
torted picture, unfair to the Union and, what is more
justification and without an intelligible basis.
important, calculated to further impair the already
The Chairman's report will show that I agreed to
strained relations of the parties. A half truth is ever
,allow some weight to the six-hour day feature of the,
the most mischievous of untruths and, in the interests
West Coast' contract. In agreeing to consider the sixof the Employers as well as the Union, the Chairman
hour day as a factor in the wage structure, I did so
points out the infirmity of an unfortunate inference.
only as an expression of support of the Union's second position-that is, a round-the-clock comparison of
No satisfactory measure of comparison emerges from
day and night rates. In believing that we might achieve
the figures supplied to the Panel. To the extent that
an equitable solution of the wage dispute by providthese statistics may be said faintly to suggest anything,
ing a rate of pay which applied to all hours of the day
they indicate that there is no marked di4erence in
and night and which would' yield parity between the
longshore efficiency between the East Coast and the
• two coasts, I intended in no wise to agree that a comWest Coast.
parison based on an illogical miscellany of rates and
Respectfully submitted,
earnings could possibly yield an equitable result.
Arthur S. Meyer„ Chairman
The Chairnian's opinion declares that any increase
,May 25, 1945
beyond the five cents per hour granted must be denied'

Dissent of Labor Panel
Member

Si.
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as contrary to national wage stabilization policy and
likely to disturb the proper balance between East Coast
and West Coast wage rates. It is my firm conviction
that an increase of ten cents per hour must be granted
because to deny it would be contrary to the national
wage stabilization policy and because it fails to restore
the proper and historic balance between East Coast
and West Coast wage rates.
It is for these reasons that I dissent and here
reiterate the position I took before the Panel that an
increase of fifteen cents per hour on the base rate of
West Coast longshoremen is proper under Wage Stabilization policy and that anything less than ten cents
per hour would be clearly inequitable.
2. SKILL DIFFERENTIALS
The Union asked that differentials in effect in certain ports on the Pacific Coast should be extended to
the balance of the Pacific Coast ports. These differentials are presently paid to gang bosses, winch
drivers, hatch tenders, and lift jitney drivers. The
Panel majority has recommended this extension in the
instance of winch drivers and denied it for hatch tenders, lift jitney drivers, and gang bosses.
The position of gang boss exists in,two of the four
major areas on the Pacific Coast (Portland and San
Francisco). In Portland, the gang boss receives a premium of fifteen cents per hour; in Sa&Francisco, a
premium of ten cents per hour. The differential requested was certainly not an unreasonable one. It has
prevailed for many years 'in the port of Portland and
would certainly be -shown to be a modest differential
as compared with premiums for minor supervisory
personnel in industry generally. There was here an
opportunity to bring about uniformity within a contract which has as its basic function and purpose the
establishment of uniformity by complying with this
moderate request. Not to have done so, is in my view
an error.
A more serious error has occurred in the liberties.
that the majority on the Panel have taken with firmly
grounded practice by denying any differential to hatch
tenders. Under port practice in every port on the
Pacific Coast, the hatch tender and the winch driver
alternate on their jobs. A winch driver alternates hour
for hour driving winch and tending hatch. The qualifications for a hatch tender require as a matter of invariable practice that he be able to drive winch. The
entire safety of the gang as well as the safety of'the
cargo is in the hatch tender's hands, and it is upon his
signals that the winch driver depends for the speed,
efficiency, and safety of his operation. It is the hatch
tender who must judge. and communicate by signal
when the cargo is to be lowered into the, hold and when
it is to be held. It is the hatch tender who must judge
the progress of the load. The winch driver often drives
"blind." He cannot see the hatch to which he is delivering cargo. It is almost literally true that the hatch
tender is the eyes ot the winch driver and is a vital
and completely necessary factor in the efficiency with
which the winches operate. To deny a skill differential
to the hatch tender in San Francisco, which he enjoys
in Portland, Seattle, and Los Angeles, particularly
when the hatch tender and winch driver is one and
the same person and requires both skills to hold either
job is to achieve an irrational and arbitrary result.
Lift jitney drivers operate expensive and valuable
machines—machines which greatly'increase the efficiency of the longshore operation. It has become a very
general practice not only in, the longshore industry,
but in the allied warehouse industry as well, to pay
a premium of ten cents per hour over the base rate to
Jilt jitney drivers. The premium is paid to Portland
and Seattle longshoremen and widely throughout the
warehouse industry on the Pacific Coast. It has become so widely established at the present time that
to deny'its extension to tvfo Pacific Coast ports „is simply to insist on -maintaining local inequities within the
coastwise contract.
It is particularly unfortunate that this differential
should have been denied since the lift jitney is the
forerunner of many technological improvements which
are in prospect for the industry and which promise
both to promote efficiency and save labor on the waterfront. It is the hope of every responsible union that
its members will receive a reasonable share of the
savings created through the introduetion of laborsaving machinery. To deny, the extension of an already
well-established -premium for lift jitney drivers is to
indicate that in the view of this Panel at least labor
is entitled to no share in the improved efficiency in
the industry in which it operates.
COMMENTS
In addition to the foregoing dissents, there are certain comments which I shbuld like to'make, bearing
either upon ambiguities in the majority decision or
upon points of disagreement with the Panel majority
of insufficient intrinsic importance to require a dissent.
The first issue presented in the case was the issue
of coverage of the contract. The Union asked that carloaders and unloaders be recognized as longshoremen
and covered by the terms of the longshore agreement.
It demonstrated conclusively that the work was indistinguishable so far as job content was concerned from
the tvork of longshoremen, and furthermore, that the
distinction, whatever meaning it may have had in 1934,
was today artificial and unreal. On technical grounds,
this request was not, allowed since it was held that
the coverage of the contract was within the jurisdiction of the National Labor Relotions Board and not
of the National War Labor Board. It may be that this
decision was technically correct, and for this reason I
have not dissented. Nevertheless, the'result is a clearly
inequitable one. The Panel 'heard a good deal of evidence on the point and rather than holding the issue
to be moot as it has in effect done, it might well have
let the parties have the benefit of its judgment on the
evidence no matter what the limitations on its power
of decision might be. In my view, the case was a clear
one of identical work performed by members of the
same union for the same employers. I believe that the
majority of the Panel should have found likewise even
though the issue was not within its power to decide.
The majoritY of 'the Panel reeognized the!'equity
Of the Union's request for a Change in the penalty rate
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presently paid for handling exposives. It found against
the Union on the extension of the definition of the exposives hazard. It seems hardly reasonable to hold
upon the one hand that exposure to hazards of loading explosives is entitled to a larger compensation, and
on the other hand to hold that stowing cargo into a
hatch containing explosives is not equally hazardous.
Ammunition is quite as likely to explode if heavy
cargo is dropped upon it as if it is dropped upon cargo.
The distinction which the majority of the Panel insists upon retaining quite disregards the nature of ex,
plosives and the influences to which explosives are responsive.
I did not dissent on the issue of sick leave because
there is every indication that the National War Labor
Board will not yet retreat from its arbitrary position
on sick leave. However, I do not wish this absence of
dissent to be interpreted as meaning that I believe an
equitable disposition has been made of this issue. Exposure, fatigue, and danger are present in this industry to an extraordinarily great degree. For the industry
to fail to assume some degree of responsibility for the
special hazards to which it exposes its employees and
to be supported in that position by the National War
Labor Board is not an equitable disposition of the
matter.
Respectfully submitted,

Arthur E. Phillips, Labor

Concurring and Dissenting
Opinion of the Industry
Members
The findings and recommendations of the _Panel in
this case affect not only the entire longshore industry
of the Pacific coast involving more than 15,000 employes, but also must necessarily, affect the longshore
industry throughout the rest of the country, particularly on the Atlantic coast.* This board, therefore, in
reviewing your Penal's decision, must be concerned
with wage stabilization in the longshore industry, not
alone in the numerous ports of the Pacific coast, but
in the ports of the Gulf and Atlantic coast as well.
The importance of the decision in terms of effect upon
the successful prosecution of the war requires no
elaboration when the - nature of the work performed by
this industry is considered. Pacific coast shipping is
harnessed almost completely in,servicing the war effort
and is under the direct control of the Army, the Navy
and the War Shipping Administration.
As the chairman of the panel has pointed out in his
opinion, this case involves principals on both sides-who
are experienced in collective bargaining. They are
,also firm in their objectives. I believe it may be said,
that each of us on this Panel has been aware of the
necessity for rendering a decision in this case which
would eliminate so far, as properly possible, causes of
a
friction between the parties and perhaps furnish'
better basis for continuing their relationship in the
future. It is the conviction of the undersigned that,
however well 'intentioned are the findings and recomMendations of the majority, they will not achieve this
result. In addition, this member of the panel believes
that in the particulars noted below, the majority recommendations ,,should be either reversed or modified.
The fundamental issue in dispute between the Waterfront Employers Association of the Pacific coast (hereinafter referred to as the "Employers Ass'ociation") and
the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union (hereinafter referred to as the "Union") is of
long standing and involves a charge repeated by the
employers over many years, that the efficiency of longshoremen on the Pacific coast has steadily declined
with a- consequent increase in production costs. (Tr.
Vol. VIII, p. 1010.) The Employers Association further charges, and the undersigned believes the evidence
in the case substantiates the accugation, that the decline in efficiency is largely due to restrictive practices
introduced by the Union and imposed on the, members
of the Employers Association.through "job action" and
other illegal practices, violative of both the spirit and
the. letter of the several collective bargaining agreements that haie existed between the parties over
almost 10 years. All the Employers' affirmative demands in this case have as their objective the diminution or correction of existing practic'es which adversely
affect efficient production. The Union, on the other
hand, while refusing to meet any of the Employers'
basic demands, although conceding that certain of
them would improve the efficiency of longshore operations (Tr. Vol. IX, p. 1059; Vol. X, p. 1192), nevertheless insists that its members are entitled to a very substantial increase in the basic wage rate, vacations with
pay and various other money demands which would
add greatly to the production costs of the employers
who are members of the ,Association, which costs, of
course, are, for the duration of the war, borne by the
governmental agencies and hence by the public. The
panel's majority has granted the Union a five cent an
hour increase in the basic wage rate, granted a substantial number of the Union's miscellaneous money
demands, and ordered the members of the Employers
Association to provide the Union with a vacation fund
'for annual distribution to qualified Union members. ,
While the panel has, also recommended to this board
that certain of the Employers' demands be granted
either in whole or in part, the majority has refused
to redommend that the Employers Association be given
the relief to which the Employers are entitled on the
basis of the evidence in this case.
The undersigned is not suggesting that the demands
of the parties to a dispute case should be weighed on
opposite sides of a balance scale. This Panel has the
* The parties have stipulated that wage changes for longshoremen on one coast have always resulted in demands
for wage increases by the longshoremen on the other coast.
(Ti. Vol. IX, pp. 1050-1051). In addition the Employers
Association insists that the wage structure "or this entire industry,• Pacific, Atlantic and' Gulf, is carefully integrated.
(Ti. Vol. X, pp. 1309-1310).
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affirmative duty to decide each issue in this case on its
own merits in the light of the National Wage Stabilization program and the provisions of the War Labor
Disputes Act. Where the demands of the parties were
not clearly interdependent, the writer tried to cast his
vote in the Panel's deliberations as he believed the
individual issue should be decided. In no case, however, with which I have been familiar after more than
two years of service on an agency of the Board, have
the basic affirmative demands on the one side been so
inextricably bound in with the basic affirmative demands of the other.
This Is not the conventional dispute case that frequently comes before this Board involving union security, standard working conditions, and familiar wage
demands. The Union here enjoys, and has enjoyed
for many years, power,strength and security to a degree that is generally known by the other unions affiliated with the CIO or by AF of L trade unions. Working conditions and wage rates were long since established in this industry on the Pacific Coast that have
been and now are, not only Well above community
levels (Tr. Vol. I, pp. 74-79; Vol. V, p. 471), but in the
over-all, surpass the wages and working conditions of
longshoremen anywhere else in the country (Tr. Vol.
V. p. 471; Vol. VI, p. 775). The Employers Association
made clear to the Panel that the employers were glad
to acknowledge the legitimate gains the Union had
achieved for its members and pointed to the Employers' contributions to decasualizing the employment of
longshoremen in this industry on the Pacific Coast (Tr.
Vol. V, p. 492 et seq.). The Employers Association
also made it clear to the Panel, however, through numerous witnesses and a large number of exhibits, that
the return to the Employers for high wages and improved working conditions was, and has been measured
by steadily declining efficiency in longshore operations, and steadily increasing production costs. This
was no smoke screen thrown up by the Employers
Association to obscure the basis for any of the Union's
demands. The Employers have furnished this Panel
with facts and figures to su.bstantiate their chargAithat
despite technological improvements in equipment used
in longshore operations, efficiency has continued to
decline.
The undersigned believes that an objective study of
the record in this case Will disclose that little improve;
ment can take- place until certain practices followed,
and restrictions imposed by the Union, are either'
radically changed or in some cases entirely eliminated.
The Panel majority, however, approaches the job of
affirmative recommendations on the demands of the
Employers Association with humility and restraint. No
such modesty and forbearance controls, however, in
our action on the Union's requests. The undersigned
has no quarrel with the exercise of restraint by the
Panel in this case. We are dealing here with an industry with which all members of the Panel were
largely unfamiliar at the time of our assignment. The
longshore operation is strange to us and we have had
little opportunity to familiarize ourselves with its
vernacular, to say nothing of its technical complexities.
The work of cargo handling is full of constantly varying conditions dependent largely upon time, tides,
weather, ships and cargoes.
When these complexities are added .to the long collective bargaining history that the parties have de,
veloped over many years, the major arbitration awards
that have been rendered, and the existence of working
and dispatching rules in the several ports on the West
Coast, there is every reason why the Panel should be
hesitant to recommend radical changes on either side
during wartime. This is particularly true in this case
where, despite such imperfections as may exist in the
present agreement between the parties, a high degree
of stability has been achieved. A demand for an
across-the-board wage increase under recognized policies of the Board is one thing. Demands for radical
innovations or changes are -something quite different,
particularly when neither your Panel nor this Board
can anticipate with any certainty the effect upon the
relations between the parties, or on the production of
an industry vital to the successful prosecution of the
war in the Pacific. If changes are to be made, however, there should be no greater reluctance to make
them on one side than on the other. This is particularly true in the case of the Union's demand for a
payroll tax on all employer members of the Employers
Association in order to provide a vacation fund for the
Union's members, and the Employers' demands for
restoration of steady men and gangs. .
VACATIONS FOR LONGSHOREMEN AND
RESTORATION OF STEADY MEN AND GANGS •
The Panel majority has recommended that a payroll
1
2 cents be imposed on each employer member
tax of 2/
of the Association for every hour worked for him by a
longshoreman. The fund so accumulited by the employer is to be turned over to the Union monthly for
administration and disbuisement pro rata to its members who qualify for an annual vacation. The majority
has refused, nevertheless, to recommend that the employer members of the Association have restored to
them the right to hire the same longshoremen regularly on a steady basis. This is reaching out far
,indeed to find a novel basis for granting vacation
rights to this Union and its members, while rejecting
a conventional request of the employer, standard in
American industry, for steady men and gangs.
• In May of 1934, this Union declared a strike on the
Pacific Coast which ended only when the parties agreed
to submit all issues to arbitration before a Beard
appointed by the President of the United States and
known as the National Longshoremen's Board. The
awards rendered by this Board on Oct. 12, 1934, established several innovations in this industry, including a
six-hour day, the Pacific Coast as the bargaining unit
under a master contract for the industry, and a new
grievance procedure. No change was ordered, however, in the existing practice, universal in industry,
under which men and gangs of men were in the regular
employ of individual employers. The'Board gave control' of dispatching halls, which had existed in all but
one port, to the Union by permitting the Union to
select the dispatcher. The Union promptly 'utilized
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their dispatchers to destroy the so-called steady men
and gangs by refusing to dispatch such men to their
previous employers. These charges of the Employer
are history and are not denied by the Union.
Through the above means the regular employees or
steady gangs were eliminated in the ports of Seattle,
Portland and Los Angeles in 1935, but did not disappear in San Francisco until 1939. Since that time, no.
employer of longshoremen on the Pacific Coast has
been permitted to employ regularly the same
longshoremen.
The Employers introduced substantial evidence to
show the adverse effect on efficiency that followed the
elimination of regular and steady employees. (See
Exhibits II and JJ). It seems self-evident, as the
Employers and their witnesses pointed out to the
Panel, that casual, as distinguished from regular employees, cannot be familiar with management personnel and management methods, of the physical characteristics and peculiarities or cargoes customarily
handled by individual companies. The Union itself
acknowledged that steady gangs and men would improve an efficiency. (Tr. Vol. X, p. 1192.) All that
these Employers have requested in asking the Panel
to recommend in favor of the restoration of the regular
or steady gang is the resumption of a practice universally observed by the longshore industry off the Pacific
Coast, by American industry generally, and actually
called for under the existing contract between thc
parties*
The Union, while conceding, as indicated above, that
efficiency would be improved through the regular
employee or steady gang, objected primarily to restoration because it would interfere with the Union's project
to decasualize or spread the work in this industry, and
further, that it would increase the difficulty of equalizing earnings of longshoremen. The uncontested facts
in the record disprove this. In addition, the Union
claims that restoration of steady men would interfere
during wartime with the allocation of men by the
• Procurement Agencies of the Government. This is
likewise untrue.
The majority, in recommending the imposition of a
vacation tax on the members of the Employers Association, while refusing to recommend the restoration of
the normal employer-employee relationship in this
• industry, has compounded injustice.
The vacation plan recommended by the majority
1
2 cents an hour for every
would provide a tax of 2/
hour worked for an employer by an employee under
the contract. All employees who, during a contract
year, work 1,500 total hours, either for an employer
under the contract or for other employers of longshoremen, including government agencies, are to receive one
week's vacation with pay. The vacation fund is to be
administered by the Union, which would be required to
render a detailed annual report to the Employers
Association and keep proper books and records. The
cost of administering the vacation fund is to be paid
out of the vacation fund, and the balance dispersed to
the beneficiaries pro rata according to the number of
total hours worked by each.
Board policy on vacations for production workers is
well known. Such vacations are ordered not as a wage
increase, but as a period of rest to be provided by an
• employer for an employee, after a year of siervice, in
order that the employee may return refreshed. As
was stated in the case of Bower Roller Bearing Company, 9 WLR 23, at page 27:
"The basic objective (of a vacation) is to provide
for an actual vacation and for pay to the worker
while on his vacation with a view to increasing his
efficiency and improving his well-being. * * * The
desirable condition is to have every worker to take
a vacation and return to his work rested and refreshed without suffering a financial penalty or
loss."
Additional awards on paid vacations have been
granted by the Board on the basis of industry practice
(Federal Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, 11
WLR 226).
None of the recognized reasons for ordering vacations obtained in this case for the following reasons:
(1) As has been pointed out above, no steady
employer-employee relationship exists in this industry
on the Pacific Coast; the Union has made all such
relationships casual. What is recommended by the
majority in this case is not that an employer shall
compensate his employees with a vacation privilege
and vacation pay, but that he shall pay a tax to the
International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union to be distributed not to his own employees for
'their services to him, but to the employees of other
employers in the same or other localities. One of the
most objectionable elements of the recommended tax
is that it is predicated upon the operations of employer's
whose employees will not, and never can receive any
portion of it. It will be predicated upon the hours of
work by longshoremen who can never share in the fund
established by the tax. In those areas where the
volume of longshoremen work is relative small in
amount and casual in character, the tax will be contributed for distribution in the larger harbors and
ports where the earnings of the men are highest and,
hence, the money less needed.
(2) The work records of the vast majority of longshoremen on the Pacific Coast show that since 1934,
the longshoremen have enjoyed vacations which were
designed for this industry by the Union. The Employers Association, at the hearing before the Panel
and in their printed Statement filed at the conclusion
of the Panel hearings, assert that the longshoremen
now enjoy what is referred to as "planned leisure."
This is no fancy phrase calculated to misrepresent
forced idle time of men who have been laid off by an
employer as a vacation. The evidence introduced on
this point by the Employers Association established
* Section 11-A of the present Agreement provides rre
part: "... The Employers shall have the right to have dispatched to them, when
the gangs in their opinion
best qualified to do their
available,
work. Subject to the foregoing
provisions, gangs and men not assigned to gangs shall be so
dispatched as to equalize their working opportunities as
nearly as practicable having regard to their qualifications
for the work they are required to do."
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conclusively, in the opinion of the undersigned, that
these longshoremen receive their relatively high wage
rates, far above the community level, because of the
casual nature of this work. The evidence further shows
that longshoremen on the Pacific Coast work when and
as they please, and, nevertheless, have a legal and
vested right to return to the waterfront when they
choose and receive their share of work opportunities
through the dispatching hall. At the present time,
during which there is a scarcity of longshoremen as
well as other labor on the Pacific Coast, the evidence
in this case, nevertheless, discloses that with an opportunity provided all available men to work full time,
approximately 30 per cent of the longshoremen work
on _the average only between one to 19 days for fourweek periods in San Francisco. (Employers Exhibit
"T-T".) In the Portland area the evidence shows that
the average longshoreman has elected to enjoy 111
days of leisure in the year (Exhibit "U-U").
(3) The majority recommendation constitutes a violation of the established policies of this Board. There
is no vacation practice in this industry anywhere in
the United States. Your Board, in determining the
propriety of ordering vacations, has always been influenced by industry practice, as is pointed out in the
Federal case cited above. This policy would appear
to be mandatory now in the light of the Supplemental
Directive of We Economic Stabilization Director dated
April 24, 1945. No vacations are given in this industry,
either -on the Pacific Coast or elsewhere throughout the
United States. This is true even though in the Atlantic
and Gulf ports the steady gang is recognized and the
conventional relationship of employer-employee exists
between longshoremen and their regular employers.
It is clear, therefore, that ordering a formalized, paid
vacation plan for longshoremen on the Pacific Coast
would necessarily "be unstabilizing to the . . industry"
through the creation of an industry inequity that would
undoubtedly result in demands for such vacations from
longshoremen in the other ports of the country.
The majority recommendation constitutes a violation
of National War Labor Board policy in another particular. Disregard of the absence of the traditional
and normal relationship of employer-employee in this
industry and the attempt to substitute for the normal
principle of vacations, one based upon the false assumption that a group of employers associated for
collective bargaining constitute an entity upon which
a vacation tax may be imposed, is a violation of Board
policy. The Employers Association in this case is
merely the bargaining agent for some hundred individual employers in separate businesses spread over
24 ports, and of different companies in different ports.
The business enterprises involved are separate and
distinct and with separate and distinct obligations in
respect to wages, hours, and conditions of employment
of their respective employees. Yet the majority of
this Panel seeks-to compel these employers as a group,
to provide a character of vacation plan or wage which,
as far as the undersigned has been able ,to ascertain,
has never been imposed upon any other industry. The
recommendation by the majority that a tax be imposed
upon every member of the Employers Association
, would appear to violate the power of the Board to
Include in the collective 4argaining agreements only
"the wages and hours and other terms and conditions
customarily included in collective bargaining agreements." (War Labor Disputes Act, Section 7.) There
is no precedent for a tax such as this Panel recommends, unless it be found in the royalty penalty imposed by the American Federation of Musicians on
the recording industry. Such a tax is certainly not
one "customarily" included in collective bargaining
agreements. Such a tax is wholly inequitable and unsound in that it is not only imposed to be distributed
among employees with whom the employer has no
relationship, but, if you please, is imposed to be distributed among workers, a number of whom may never
work for a single employer in this case. The tax is
to be distributed among those employees in the Union
who perform more than 1,500 hours of longshore work,
even if it be, performed exclusively for non-members,
particularly the. U. S. Army. In other words, the talç.
recommended is to be distributed as a gratuity. No
Act of Congress or of the Legislature imposing such a
tax could be upheld in any court. In addition, the
undersigned believes, as pointed out previously, that
where these longshoremen now receive relatively high
wages, far above community level in part, at least,
because of the casual nature of the work, the award of
a vacation will necessarily lead to true absenteeism.
Planned leisure under the new vacation proposal will
not differ in The future from the past, and the net
result, therefore, will be an increase in the earnings
of the longshoremen at the expense of the Employers,
with no change in respect to leisure time or otherwise.
(4) In the opinion of the undersigned, a consideration of the equities in this case requires that so long
as certain existing practices imposed by this Union on
the Employers Association are retained, the Board
should not order paid vacations. As has been pointed
out previously, the refusal of this Union to restore the
steady gang on the Pacific Coast and thereby reestablish the normal employer-employee relationship places
the Union in demanding a paid vacation, in the position of "having its cake and eating it, too." The employers in this case are not opposed to the vacation
principle. They follow the vacation policy of the
National War Labor Board with respect to those groups
of employees who are regularly in their respective
employ. It is clearly inequitable under such circumstances to require the Employers to tax themselves to
provide vacations for certain longshoremen in the
absence of any of the normal relationships that obtain
between employer and employee.
THE WAGE INCREASE FOR LONGSHOREMEN
AND RETENTION OF THE SIX-HOUR DAY
The Union has demanded a wage increase in the
basjc hourly rate on two theories. First, it is claimed
that 5 cents is owing under the Little Steel Formula,
and second, that on the basis of a comparison between
the wage rates for longshoremen on the Atlantic
Coast ($1.25) and on the Pacific Coast ($1.10), an

inequity exists which entitles Pacific Coast longshoremen to a wage increase of 15 cents per hour. The
Employers Association insists that nothing is owing
to the Pacific Coast longshoremen under the Little
Steel Formula, that the wage rates between Atlantic
and Pacific Coast longshoremen are now in balance,
and that a wage increase for West Coast longshoremen
would cause, rather than cure, an inequity. The
Employers further request that the Panal restore to
employers of West Coast longshoremen the traditional
eight-hour day of industry generally, thereby abolishing
the present six-hour day which was inaugurated by the
National Longshoremen's Board as a social experiment
in 1934. In return for a restoration of the eight-hour
day, the Employers Association agrees to accept the
Atlantic Coast wage rate of $1.25 per hour for longshore work.
As noted in the Majority Opinion, the Pacific Coast
longshoremen now receive $1.10 per hour for the six
hours between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. Thereafter, time and
one-half is paid for such work as overtime. When the
six-hour day was inaugurated in 1934 by the National
Longshoremen's Board, it was adopted during a period
of national depression in order to spread employment
among the longshoremen and was given in return for
the Union's promise that men would be relieved after
the completion of six hours of straight-time work. The
Union, however, from the outset refused to substitute
new men at the expiration of six hours and thereby
secured two hours of overtime for work previously
performed at straight-time rates. The Employers Association claims, and the record substantiates the
charge, that a wage increase was thereby obtained. In
February of 1937, the Employers bowed to ugly reality
and acknowledged the six-hour day as such by permitting the same to be included in the Labor contract with
the Union (Exhibit H).
Except on the Pacific Coast, the six-hour day is as
unknown to longshoremen as it is to industry generally. In addition, the practice is limited on the
Pacific Coast waterfront to longshoremen and certain
closely related dock workers alone. All other waterfront labor works on an eight-hour day with overtime
pay only after the expiration of eight hours of work.
At the present time, therefore, longshoremen on the
Pacific Coast who receive $1.10 per hour earn, for the
first six hours, $6.60, and for the next two hours, $3.30,
or a total of $9.90 for the eight hours between 8 a.m.
and 5 p. m. In the Port of New York, with which port
it has been stipulated by the parties a close relationship in wages exists, longshoremen receive for the
eight hours between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., $10.00, or 10
cents more per day than is received by the Pacific
Coast longshoremen. Other factors, as will be pointed
out hereafter, completely offset this small differential
presently existing in favor of the .Atlantic Coast
longshoremen.
The undersigned would have concurred in the recommendations to deny the Employers Association a
restoration of the eight-hour day, providing the Panel
had recommended against any change in the wage
rates.for Pacific Coast longshoremen. To increase the
basic hourly wage rate, while at the same time retaining the six-hour day, however, is not only an illustration
of the majority approach criticized at the outset of this
Opinion, but is also an example of how to create wage
inequities.
"LITTLE STEEL FORMULA"
In February of 1941, longshoremen on the Pacific
Coast received a basic hourly wage rate of $.95. On
February 20, 1941, an increase of 5 cents an hour was
received from the Employers Association. Thereafter,
and in February, 1942, an additional increase of $.10
an hour was given these longshoremen pursuant to an
arbitration award. It Lik clear, therefore, that on the
face of the record, the longshoremen have already
received a wage increase in excess of the 15 per cent
called for under the Little Steel Formula. A dispute
arises in this case by reason of the Union's insistence
that the 5 cents increase given by the Employers
Association in February, 1941, was the culmination of
negotiations which had extended over a long period of
time .prior to February of 1941. If this is true, then
the 5 cents increase given in 1941 cannot properly be
credited against the 15 per cent owing under the Little
Steel Formula. Under the doctrine of the Lever Bros.
Company case (3 WLR 48), however, if payment of the
amount required to satisfy the Little Steel Formula
will result in a "round of general increases" in this
industry, no further increase is permissible.
The undersigned is fully cognizant of the responsibility owed by Industry, as well as Labor, to acknowledge and abide by both the spirit and the letter of the
Little Steel Formula. The doctrine is a technical one
and in the ordinary case, is either owing or not, on
the basis of simple mathematical computations. Like
so many of the issues in this case, however, the solution is not so simple. If the problem here involved
merely the question of whether the 5 cents wage
increase given in February of 1941 was the culmination of collective bargaining which antedated January
first of that year, the undersigned would vote to
resolve this issue in favor of the Union. Such a
decision would be proper, I think, because the'question
of whether the Little Steel Formula has been satisfied
is at least debatable, and doubt under such circumstances should be resolved in favor of the employees.
My opposition to a 5 cents increase for longshoremen on the Pasrific Coast under the Lillte Steel
Formula rests on the ground that such an increase will
very likely result in a "round of increases" not only
for longshoremen in ports off the Pacific Coast, but
for other classes of waterfront employees on the
Pacific Coast itself. From what has been- written
previously in this Opinion on the relationship between
New York and Pacific Coast longshoremen's rates, it
should be clear that a 5 cents increase on the Pacific
Coast will automatically result in a demand for an increase in the same amount in the Port of New York
and elsewhere. In the case of waterfront labor, other
than longshoremen, the evidence before this Panel
shows that the wage rates for dock workers, clerks,
and warehouse employees all constitute a part of a
common wage structure with the longshoremen, and
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all..of them bear a traditionally established relationship
to the longshore rates. Any increase in the basic wage
for longshoremen must necessarily unstabilize the existing wage relationships between the various groups
of waterfront employees. This is particularly serious
as a matter of wage stabilization when it is recognized that all of the other groups have already received
everything that is coming to them under the Little
Steel Formula.
At the present time dock and terminal work on the
waterfront is paid for at straight-time rates which in
no case exceeds the.rate of $1.10 paid for longshore
work, and is generally well below the longshoremen's
wage level. In the case of warehousemen, whose work
in shoreside warehouses is very similar to longshore
work, the same union as is involved in this case has
recently executed a contract calling for a straight-time
wage rate in the San Francisco Bay area of $.925 an
hour. It may be stated categorically, I think, that
longshoremen rates are well above the brackets of
sound and tested going rates for comparable work in
the several labor market areas on the Pacific Coast.
The Employers have directed the Panel's attention
to a release by the Board's Division of Public Information of October 1, 1943, in which it is stated in Section
G as follows:
,
"G. Instances in which an allowable increase should
approved:
not be
(1) A cost of living adjustment may not, in the
discretion of the Board, be approved in full if it
would bring the wage rates or average straight
time hourly earnings for any job classification
above the maximum of the bracket of sound and,
tested going rates for that classification in the
labor market area."
This Board has frequently followed the above policy
declaration by refusing to award the balance owing
under a strict application of the Little Steel Formula
to employees whose present rates were above the
maximum of the bracket of sound and tested going
rates for the particular classification in the labor
market area involved. The undersigned believes it
should have been followed here by the Panel majority.
Historically, longshoremen have always received rates
of pay on the Pacific Coast well above community wage
levels. It is hardly to be expected, however, that
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highly paid workers will continue to preserve full
peacetime differentials during war time. As the former Coast Arbitrator* stated at the time he made the
award of a 10 cents wage increase to the longshoremen
in 1942:
"He (the Arbitrator) has granted a wage increase with much hesitancy because he believes
there is much merit in the arguments of counsel
for the employers that highly paid workers should
not expect large wage increases during the war period. He subscribes to the view that labor, especially
workers in the highly paid brackets, have no right
to expect that they should receive wage increases
during this war period which will enable them to
keep dollar for dollar pace with upward changes
in the cost of living. Labor, too, must make
financial sacrifices in the interest of checking the
menace of inflation."
Neither the Panel nor this Board is concerned here
with the substandard wages or working conditions.
Both are at a high level by comparison with workers
in other industries on the West Coast and elsewhere.
The writer is familiar with this Board's policy of
considering only basic hourly rates in determining
whether wage increases are due under the National
Wage Stabilization program. When the Board is confronted, however, with the question of whether the
doctrine in the Lever case should be applied, some
consideration should be given to average earnings as
well as base hourly rates. In this industry the evidence
before the Panel shows that average annual earnings
for longshoremen varied as between 1941 and 1944
in the several major ports on the Pacific Coast as
follows:
San
Los
Seattle
Portland Francisco
Angeles
'$2,422.27 $1,687.25 $2,774.00 $2,538.47
1941
1944
3,612.00
3,084.60
4,405.44
3,824.60
In the light of all the evidence in this case, and
particularly the relationship the parties have stipulated exists between wage rates for East and West
Coast longshoremen, the undersigned believes that a
*Hon. Wayne Morse; now Senator from Oregon.
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5 cents wage increase as recommended by the Panel's
majority to satisfy the Little Steel Formula is bound to
have repercussions which will contribute to undermining wage stabilization on the waterfronts all over the
nation. Under these circumstances this Board should
reject the Union's demand for a 5 cents increase under
the Little Steel Formula.
INEQUALITIES OR INEQUITIES
The undersigned concurs with the Public Member in
denying the Union a 15 cents increase in order to
equalize the straight time earnings of longshoremen
on the Pacific Coast with straight time earnings of
longshoremen in the Port of New York.
As pointed out above, there is now a 15 cents an
hour differential in favor of the New York longshoremen providing the six-hour day on the West Coast is
ignored. Even a 5 cents increase under the Little
Steel Formula, however, will necessarily result in
upsetting the present balance between the Pacific Coast
and Atlantic Coast longshoremen rates. To consider
what would happen to that balance in the event a
15 cents increase were awarded Pacific Coast longshoremen is to deny the existence of any present
inequity between East and West Coasts in this case.
It is said in the majority report that the parties have
agreed "that parity should exist between East Coast
and West Coast longshore wage rates." This is incorrect. The actual stipulation was, "There has been in
the past a sensitivity in respect to wages, and wage
changes on the Atlantic Coast have resulted in a demand for wage changes on the Pacific Coast and
presumably vice versa." (Tr. Vol. IX, p. 1050.) This
does not mean that the liarties have stipulated that
there is or should be the identical basic hourly wage
rates on the two coasts so long as the West Coast pays
overtime after six hours and the East Coast only after
eight.. The fact is that the Employers Association offered exact parity, namely, the eight-hour day and
the New York wage rates, to the Union, but that offer
was rejected.
* As this special edition of The Dispatcher went to
press it was learned that the industry panel member submitted an amended dissent. The Dispatcher has been informed that the amendment does not materially alter the
rote on any issue. (Ed.)
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The CIO Supports Truman's
Unemployment Proposal
WASHINGTON (FP)—In a letter to all national and international unions and state and local
bodies, CIO President Philip Murray called for wide support behind President Harry S. Truman's
request for an emergency unemployment compensation program
now before the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Murray said it is "imperative
that prompt steps be taken" to
put the program into effect because "with cutbacks and cancellations following V-E day, American workers faced with growing
unemployment."
"It is a mockery," he wrote, "to
talk about reconverting our industrial machinery without a recognition of the primary need of
safeguarding o u r human resources. Workers and their dependents must have an assurance
that their living standards will
not be wiped out in the process
of reconversion."
Admitting that the primary
task was to provide jobs for all
workers, Murray said we must
"have adequate provision for unemployment compensation for
those who may temporarily be
unemployed due to inadequate
reconversion policies."
Truman's call for emergency
legislation asked for 26 weeks of
benefits with a payment of at
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least -$25 a week for persons with
dependents. It also asked that
coverage be extended to federal
workers, maritime workers and
others barred by various state
laws. It provided for federal
financing of the increased coverage for governmental employes.
Murray asked for labor to join
with "all other progressive forces
in the local communities" in communicating with their Congressmen and Senators "calling their
attention to the urgent need of
this emergency legislation and requesting their active support:'

SUBSTANDARD WAGES published by the CIO Department of
Research and Education, 718
Jackson Place, NW., Washington,
D.C., 15 cents a copy, 100 for $12.
A human story documented
with the testimony and photographs of seven sub-standard
earners of the extent and effect
of substandard wages and what
must be done to establish a higher wage level for the 60 per cent
of American workers who earn
less than 87/
1
2 cents an hour.
Lowest paid 'workers are those
15,000 Alaska Workers
in the unorganized retail trade,
service industries, insurance, finTo Choose Union
ance and real estate the pamphlet
WASHINGTON (FP)—A barpoints out. Cited are the social
gaining election will be held to
losses which accompany substandetermine whether some 15,000
dard living and its threat to an
-workers employed in Alaska's
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canning and fishing industry
employment.
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FOR AMERICAN YOUTH, pubAFL,
an unaffiliated union,
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or no union, the NLRB has anResearch' and Education, 718
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Convention in Chicago and a
(CIO) and the Grand Camp of
statement by President Murray
Alaska Native Brotherhood (unemphasizing the importance of
affiliated). The election will be
federal aid to education legislaheld within the next 150 days.
tion now before Congress. This
leaflet should reach teachers,
school board members, PTA's,
school superintendents, organizations affiliated with social agencies because it accurately informs
the AFL, which has consistently
General Eley P. Denson, Comman- Ihe community of the CIO's posiproclaimed its faith in democracy
dant of the Seattle Port of Embark- tion on maternal and child health,
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youth security, education, a
ation,
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race hatred.
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MISREPRESENTS LABOR
shoremen's war bond rally, May 17. Leff to right, General
Pointing out that the theory of
THE CHALLENGE OF OUR
racial superiority is false, the Denson, William Yeaux and Clark.
IMMIGRATION LAWS, by Jack
AFL body said that the preachWasserman; published by the
ing and practicing of such docAmerican Committee for Protectrines of hatred has caused the
tion of Foreign Born, 23 West 26
loss of thousands of American
Street, New York 10; 30 Pages;
lives, millions of lives in other
NEW YORK (FP) — Warning ganization from North and Cen- 15 cents.
countries, and has resulted in the
greatest human suffering the against too great hopes of anti- tral China are already doing this,
Through the years the United
war, feeling inside Japan, Shus- Okano said, but anti-war feeling States has built a wall of restricworld has ever known.
"It is inconceivable how any humu Okano, leader of the Jap- inside Japan is still not wide- tion -around its borders with each
representative of labor could con- anese Pe ople's Emancipation spread enough for the anti-fas- succeeding imigration act. This
League, told Allied Labor News cists in Japan to agitate directly pamphlet traces this tendency,
done Hitler's treatment of the
Jews in Europe as did Mr. Correspondent Israel Epstein in for the overthrow of. the Sangyo through colonial regulations to
Maury," it said. "It is particu- Yenan, North China, that "the Hokokukai, the fascist mass or- the selection, restriction and final
larly deplorable that such an majority of the Japanese people ganization.
deportation delirium of 1944.
apostle of hatred can become a are still deceived by the militarThe Japanese anti-fascist lead- Wasserman recommends removal
representative of a segment of ists."
er predicted, however, that the of all racial restrictions and disAmerican labor."
"If it were not so," he said, .unpopularity of the war and those criminations in our immigration
"Japan would present a different who lead it is bound to increase and naturalization laws and setKansas Solons Kill
picture today." Okano, who ALN both in the Japanese army and in ting of the quotas on the 1910
says is probably the best-inform- the Japanese rear. The Japanese instead of the 1890 basis.
Anti-Labor Measures
TOPEKA, Kans. (FP) — Anti- ed person in the Allied world on people's movement will grow as
conditions inside Japan, stated: It becomes apparent that the
REPORT OF THE CIO DELElabor forces took a sound beat"Undoubtedly there is anti-war militarists have led the nation to GATES TO TUE WORLD TRADE
ing in the session of the Kansas feeling among a section of the defeat, he said, adding that this UNION CONFERENCE, publegislature which just ended here. Japanese people, but it is it yet movement is part of the demo- lished by the CIO, 718 Jackson
cratic front throughout the world Place, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.;
The Christian American Asso- common."
and will become a more and 20 pages; 10 cents.
To
this
ignore
anti-war
moveciation's right - to - work amendmore important factor in the deA guide to the background,ment outlawing the closed shop ment would be wrong, he went
feat of Japanese fascism.
history, officers, procedure, agenand a bill to prevent unions from on, pointing out that this war is
da and labor organizations repcharging more than $1 initiation "against the interests of the JapThe War Labor Board has re- resented at the recent London
fees and $1 monthly dues were anese people themselves and
both kiled in committee. So was their only hope lies in an Allied moved the exemption from wage world trade union conference.
the resolution of Publisher Frank victory in which they must par- stabilization regulations for em- The sections on furtherance of
E. Gannett's Committee for Con- ticipate by fighting the militar- ployers with eight or fewer em- the allied war effort, the trade
stitutional Government to put a ists."
ployes in New York and northern union attitude toward peace settlements, immediate union de25 per cent limit on income
Hundreds of Japanese working New Jersey summer resorts and
mands and postwar reconstructaxes.
in the Japanese anti-fascist or- restaurants.
tion supplement the picture of
world labor at the San Francisco
United Nations conference.
ing Anti-Argentine Activities told tenssoro, leader of the coup in deposited under false names. Two
Allied Labor 'News. Branding Bolivia in December, 1943.
other Nazis who have also come UAW to Administer
von Luxburg "an ace war crimiSchroeder was chief of the to Argentina recently arc the -Faction Torn Local
nal," Santander related how the German Labor Front in Argen- leading Gestapo men Walter WilCHICAGO, (FP)—The interCount returned to Argentina to , tina in 1937 and 1938 before he kening and Willy Scheckenbach. national executive
board of.
become chief of German intelli- returned to Germany to work
Schroeder is reported to have United Auto Workers (CIO) susgence, adding that he "has main- with Ley. On his reported repended the 17 officers and board
tained a clandestine broadcasting turn here, he is said to have arrived in Argentina with full
members of Dodge Local 274,
station on his `Quinta de Martin- stayed for three days at the build- instructions to prepare hiding representing
20,000 workers. An
ez' estate" and that from a build- ing which houses the German places for other Nazis in that administrator
has been named
ing near the Retiro railway sta- language newspaper Die Zeitung, country. The vast territories of
and an immediate check of the
tion "he oragnized a system of formerly known at the Deutsche the provinces of Entre R i o s,
books was ordered.
signalling to submarines with La Plata Zeitung. My informant Chaco and Misiones are said to local's
The action was taken because
flags and lights."
states that Schroeder then left be ideal for harboring sought-for
Pointing out that von Lux- for the interior of the country Nazis and to be actually the head- of a factional fight over the elecburg's activities in the loss of and is now believed to be in Cal- quarters of clandestine Nazi or- tion of new officers. The Dodge
Allied lives and the sinking of amuchita in Cordoba province. ganizations. The Nazis in Misi- plant, which produces B-29 eninnumerable Allied ships, San- This town and La Falda are con-. ones are reported to be maintain- gines, has had 116 stoppages
tander said: "He is the key Nazi sidered important centers of clan- ing contacts in Brazil an Para- since December 1942.
in Argentina and Allied claims destine Nazi cells.
guay and to control a system of
Soviet planes a n d Russianfor his delivery would be fully
According to the same source, roadways known only to them. It
justified and might cast light on Admiral Karl Doenitz, his so- is learned that General Caledron, trained pilots helped the Chinese
the Nazi network in this contin- called 'Foreign Minister Count who discovered the extent of slow the onrushing Japanese in
ent." Von Luxburg is also said, Lutz Schwerin von Krosigk and Nazi control in Misiones, has 1937.
to have cooperated with Fritz Ley have deposited considerable been arrested and is held incomMandl, former Austrian muni- sums of money in Argentina over municado. All consistently demo-,
In the last 15 'months, nearly
tions magnate, and to h av e a period of time through the cratic high - ranking Argentine 10,000 miles of aditional airline
helped -finance the GOU coup d' "B anco Aleman Transalantico" army officers were also purged routes have been authorized
etat in June 1943 and to have (German Transatlantic B an k). after the series of arrests last bringing the total mileage to
personally advised Victor Paz Es- The money was said to have been month.
64,963.
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Norfolk Labor Scores Anti-Semitic
AFL Leader,Rescinds Speech Rights
NORFOLK, Va. (FP) —For
making a "tirade of hatred
against the Jewish race" at a
meeting of the Norfolk Central
Labor Union, International Representative Haury of the International Union of Operating Engineers (AFL) was unanimously
denounced by the CLU, which
voted not to grant him the floor
on any future occasion.
The resolution approved by the
central body and forwarded to
AFL President William Green
and the International Union of
Operating Engineers said that the
anti-Jewish speech was in direct
contradiction to the principles of

Packinghouse Prints
Anti-Prejudice Pamphlet
CHICAGGO (FP)—The United
Packinghouse Workers (CIO) has
I ssued an anti-discrimination
pamphlet outlining a program of
education and procedure for handling cases in which the union's
race relations policy has been violated. The executive board appointed a permanent committee
on anti-discrimination at its last
meeting.
•
The UPW will work for a permanent FEPC on state and national levels, abolition of discriminatory employment practices and discrimination in public
places, repeal of the poll tax and
improved housing. Union procedure for handling discrimination cases is designed to provide
full protection for all racial minorities within its membership.

Bond Salesman

Japanese People Still Deceived
By Militarists Says Anti-Fascist

Biq
Time Nazi War Criminals Remain Unmolested in Argentina
MONTEVIDEO, (ALP) —

Despite the plegdes of the Argentine Colonel's Lodge (GOU) regime to cooperate wit h the
United Nations, Argentina is
teeming with uninolested Nazi
war criminals, Argentine antiNazi sources asserted here this
week..
Named as important war criminals were Count Karl von Luxburg, chief of Nazi intelligence
in Argentina and a close associate of Germany's new self-styled
Fuehrere Admiral Karl Doenitz,
and Richard Schroeder, one of
the chitf assistants of German
Labor Front leader Robert Ley.
Schroeder is said to have arrived in Argentina within the
last month: Count von Luxburg was Germany's Ambassador to Argentina
during the first World War and
was expelled from the country in
1916 for organizing the sinking
of Allied ships, Silvano Santander, former Radical party deputy
and former member of the Congressional Committee Investigat-

